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ABSTRACT
Kendall, Jordan D. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2016. Hydrocode Modeling
of Oblique Impacts Into Terrestrial Planets. Major Professor: Henry J. Melosh.
The abundance of moderately siderophile elements (iron-loving; e.g., Co, Ni) in
the Earths mantle is 10 to 100 times larger than predicted by chemical equilibrium
between silicate melt and iron at low pressure, but it does match expectation for
equilibrium at high pressure and temperature. Recent studies of differentiated plan-
etesimal impacts assume that planetesimal cores survive the impact intact as concen-
trated masses that passively settle from a zero initial velocity and undergo turbulent
entrainment in a global magma ocean; under these conditions, cores greater than 10
km in diameter do not fully mix without a sufficiently deep magma ocean. I have
performed hydrocode simulations that revise this assumption and yield a clearer pic-
ture of the impact process for differentiated planetesimals possessing iron cores with
radius = 100 km that impact into magma oceans. The impact process strips away
the silicate mantle of the planetesimal and then stretches the iron core, dispersing
the liquid iron into a much larger volume of the underlying liquid silicate mantle.
Lagrangian tracer particles track the initially intact iron core as the impact stretches
and disperses the core. The final displacement distance of initially closest tracer pairs
gives a metric of core stretching. The statistics of stretching imply mixing that sep-
arates the iron core into sheets, ligaments, and smaller fragments, on a scale of 10
km or less. The impact dispersed core fragments undergo further mixing through
turbulent entrainment as the molten iron fragments sink through the magma ocean
and settle deeper into the planet. My results thus support the idea that iron in the
cores of even large differentiated planetesimals can chemically equilibrate deep in a
terrestrial magma ocean.
xi
The largest known impact on the Moon formed the South Pole-Aitken (SP-A)
basin and excavated material as deep as the mantle. Here I suggest that large impacts
eject enough material to cover the farside of the Moon. During the impact process,
ejecta leave the crater and travel well beyond the transient crater. Ejecta blankets
depend on impactor size and angle. I use iSALE, an impact hydrocode, to determine
the ejecta distribution, volume, and thickness. I calculate the trajectory of ejecta
that leave the crater and return to the lunar surface. In these simulations, an ejecta
blanket forms, with a thickness of kilometers, over the lunar farside. The ejecta
blanket thicknesses are comparable to the difference between nearside and farside
crustal thickness. Previous studies suggest other possible mechanisms for the lunar
farside-nearside dichotomy. However, the impact that formed SP-A basin was large
enough to eject material onto the farside. I also suggest a differentiated impactors
core would disperse downrange of the impact point underneath the basin.
Doublet craters form within crater rays on terrestrial bodies. The near simulta-
neous impact of two projectiles results in overlapping craters. This process results
in modified crater and ejecta morphologies. I modeled the impact of two identical
projectiles and vary the angle, timing, and initial separation distance. In this work,
I identified projectiles with a separation distance of four times their initial diame-
ter will form distinct craters, but the ejecta from the uprange crater will overfill the
downrange crater and result in a smaller crater depth. This result implies the direc-
tion of the impactor may be inferred from the crater depths. Also, I found impacts
that form closer together result in elliptical or dumbbell craters depending upon the
impact parameters. The ejecta curtains interact in each simulation and result in
structures similar to the V-shaped ridges or herringbone patterns traversing clusters
of secondary craters in observations. The ejecta that lands within the ridges comes
from a depth that is 100 to 125 m for a 500 m impactor traveling at 1 km/s. This
is less deep than the maximum excavation depth of 125 to 150 m, depending upon
the impact angle. This work represents a first step towards a more comprehensive
method for not only determining how doublet craters form and how aberrant craters
xii
form, such as Messier A on the Moon, but also determining how the regolith changes
and the ejecta blanket forms for such impacts.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 During a hypervelocity collision of an impactor and a target object, a shockwave 
propagates spherically outward from the point of collision. The imparted momentum 
excavates a transient crater, and a volume of ejecta travels outward. On the terrestrial 
planets (the Earth, Moon, Mars, Mercury, and Venus), observations of craters show 
indicators of impacts from the past. Amongst the solid bodies in our solar system, only Io 
lacks craters. The craters on the Earth degrade and disappear over time due to erosion. 
However, the Moon retained much of its impact history. The study of craters on the 
Moon provides insight into the history of the Moon, the Earth, and the impact process.  
 The field of planetary science has made great strides in understanding the impact 
process, but recent advancements in three-dimensional (3D) shock physics hydrocodes 
allow the numerical modeling of oblique impacts. The most probable angle of impact is 
45 degrees (Shoemaker 1962) and two-dimensional axisymmetric hydrocodes only model 
vertical impacts. The 3D hydrocodes allow us to determine the fate of the impactor, the 
role of impact angle obliquity, and the distribution of ejecta. Understanding the survival 
and integration of an impactor into a growing planet gives clues to the formation history 
of terrestrial planets.  
The ballistic ejecta from large impacts underlie the lunar surface and may provide a 
new approach to determining the chemical composition o r mantle. The 
ejecta result in ballistic sedimentation and form secondary craters. The case of two 
parcels of ejecta striking the surface at similar locations and times leads to the formation 
of elliptical craters or doublet craters, and t





 In Chapter 2, I provide an overview of impact cratering and hydrocode modeling 
to prepare for Chapters 3 through 5. From observations, the shape of craters depends 
upon the diameter size. Simple craters follow parabolic bowl shapes with a breccia lens 
along the crater cavity. With increasing diameter, craters become more complex and 
incorporate slumping and sliding of rock onto the crater floor. At larger scales, basins 
form with ring-like structures due to faulting and slumping beneath the surface. Impacts 
play an important role in reshaping the surface of planetary bodies. We start by reviewing 
the three stages of an impact. Shock waves propagate outward during contact and 
compression. The asteroid striking the surface excavates surface material. The opening 
crater ejects and redistributes sub-surface mass onto the target surface away from the 
point of impact. Ejecta from primary craters form secondary craters. We discuss the role 
of impact obliquity in the context of crater dimensions and ejecta distribution. Finally, I 
show how hydrocodes allow us to study these problems. Utilizing sophisticated material 
models and equations of state, iSALE models hypervelocity impacts into flat and 
spherical surfaces in both 2D and 3D. We compare the analytical equation of state against 
experimental shock data along the Hugoniot curve. Finally, we discuss the use of 
Lagrangian tracers as proxies for material parcels and discuss possible sources of error, 
such as tracer drift.  
 In Chapter 3, the fate of a differentiated planetesimal striking a magma ocean is 
determined (with permission from Elsevier Science and reprinted from Earth and 
Planetary Science Letters, Jordan D Kendall and H J Melosh, Differentiated planetesimal 
impacts into a terrestrial magma ocean: Fate of the iron core, Volume 448, pages 24-33, 
Copyright (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.epsl.2016.05.012 ).  A planetesimal is an 
asteroid of size ranging from microns up to 1000s of kilometers. We define a metric for 
the dispersion of an impacting body and utilize a hydrocode model to simulate a 
differentiated planetesimal striking a magma ocean. The hydrocode simulations reveal 
that the iron core disperses into a volume of liquid silicate two orders of magnitude larger 
than the core's initial volume. The Lagrangian tracers track the motion of the material 
parcels initially inside the impactor as it collides with the surface. Stretching statistics 
describe the separation of each pair of tracers. From the stretching statistics, we infer the 
3  
  
extent of deformation and dispersion. The accretionary impacts greatly distort the 
planetesimal and enhance the probability of turbulent mixing between the impactor 
material and the surrounding magma ocean. The dispersion results in scale reductions of 
10 to 100 times smaller than the initial diameter of the planetesimal core. The scale 
reduction depends upon the angle and velocity of the impactor. The proposed model 
deduces that 100 km diameter impactors disperse into discrete chunks with sizes ranging 
from hundreds of meters down to decimeters. 
 In Chapter 4, we propose an iSALE-3D hydrocode model for the South Pole-
Aitken (SP-A) basin-forming impact. The impact involves a 150 to 420 km diameter 
asteroid striking the Moon in three dimensions. Lagrangian tracers follow the trajectory 
of ejecta and act as proxies for parcels of material. The ejecta model shows that the 
impact excavates material that originates deep within the lower crust and upper mantle, at 
depths larger than 100 kilometers. The ejecta distribution and thickness on the farside 
was determined from ballistic trajectories. The results imply that the likely candidates for 
the formation of the SP-A basin also eject material that covers or underlies the entirety of 
the farside highlands. The ejecta primarily fall outside the transient crater, where the 
ejecta form the underlying rock beneath the present day surface. The volume of ejecta 
depends upon the size of the impactor and relates inversely to the obliquity of the impact 
angle. The ejecta blanket thickness ranges from tens of kilometers, within one transient 
crater radius, down to hundreds of meters at distances twice the radius from the transient 
crater. Larger impactors (with impactor to target diameter ratio,  at oblique 
angles (  from the horizon) do not fully deposit their energy in the impact, and the 
impactor decouples from the target. This leads to less ejecta and a smaller transient crater, 
due to a smaller cratering efficiency. 
 In Chapter 5, we model the formation of doublet and elliptical secondary craters. 
Secondary craters form due to impacts of ejecta from primary craters. The iSALE-3D 
model simulates the impact of two nearby impactors of varying separation, impact angle, 
and timing. From the model results, elliptical craters develop from overlapping transient 
craters and ejecta curtains. The ejecta interaction from each crater forms V-shaped ridges, 
except for the case in which a highly elliptical crater forms. The overlapping ridges 
4  
  
exhibit characteristics similar to doublet crater observations on the Moon -
or "herringbone" patterns (Oberbeck and Morrison 1973). I test the 
relationship between separation distance of the initial impacts, impact angle, and the 
timing each impactor striking the surface. The hydrocode model results correlate with the 
experimental tests done by Oberbeck and Morrison in 1973 and provide a numerical 
model for future studies. 
 In Chapters 3 through 5, the background and motivation for the work resides in 
the introduction within the chapter. As a result, each chapter is independent of the other 
chapters. Since Chapter 3 represents a published article, this format provides the best 
opportunity to further the work down in this manuscript. Chapters 4 and 5 represent 
manuscripts prepared for future publication. As a result, the method sections contain 





CHAPTER 2 AN INTRODUCTION TO IMPACT MECHANICS AND 
HYDROCODE MODELING 
 
2.1 Impact Cratering 
 Space and planetary exploration continues to inspire a deeper understanding of 
craters and planetary bodies. The process of hypervelocity impact of bodies dominates 
our solar system. Galileo discovered craters on the lunar surface in 1610. However, the 
crude image quality depicts the craters as spots with visible rims and peaks. Most 
astronomers believed that craters originated from volcanic activity until the 1930s. 
Gilbert (1893) established that meteoroids strike planetary bodies at oblique angles. 
However, experiments with rifles showed that oblique impacts of projectiles create 
elliptical craters. In 1924 and 1930, A. C. Gifford noted meteoritic impacts result in 
circular craters regardless of the angle of incidence (i.e. impact angle; Gifford, 1924; 
1930), and made the connection between explosion cratering and impact cratering. The 
original idea that explosion cratering shares similarities to meteoritic cratering (regardless 
of incidence angle) comes from E. J. Öpik in 1916, but went unnoticed by the scientific 
community (Melosh, 1989). A few years later, H. E. Ives also found the connection 
between circular craters created by explosions and impact cratering as well (Ives, 1919). 
In the 1960s, further studies led to the understanding that the majority of oblique impacts 
create circular craters and vertical impacts were a reasonable representation of a typical 
impact into a planetary body (Baldwin, 1963; Roddy, 1977; Gault & Wedekind, 1978). 
However, the incidence angle, or obliquity, plays an important role in the formation of 
ejecta, the fate of the impactor, and the cratering efficiency (i.e. how efficiently the 
kinetic energy and momentum excavate the crater and thermodynamically alter the target; 
Pierazzo and Melosh, 2000). Scientists believe that such an impact ended the Cretaceous 





"Theia", striking a proto-Earth about ~4.51 billion years ago (after 182Hf was gone, with a 
half-life of 8.9 million years; Touboul et al., 2015). 
 
2.1.1 Crater Morphology 
 The size of craters covers a wide range from micron-size to planetary body scale 
(~2500 km diameters of "megabasins"). The type of crater that forms depends upon the 
crater diameter and gravity of the target body. The smallest type of crater is the simple 
crater. Simple craters have a parabolic shape with a rim-to-rim diameter that is five times 
the height of the crater floor to the top of the rim (Melosh, 1989). The final simple crater 
size is similar to its transient crater. The transient crater forms during the excavation of 
the crater prior to any relaxation or uplift. Often for simple craters, a lens of breccia 
material forms at the bottom, consisting of highly shocked or melted rock. A typical 
diameter on the Moon is 15 km or less, whereas the Earth has smaller simple craters of 3-
6 km or less (Melosh, 1989). For larger sizes, we observe complex craters. Complex 
craters form with peaks along the center of the crater. Slipping of material creates 
terraces and rings inside the crater's floor (Baker et al., 2016). The complex shape of 
these craters coincides with flat floors rather than a parabolic profile. The transition from 
simple to complex craters scales inversely with gravity, hence the reason why larger 
simple craters are found on the Moon in comparison to the Earth. 
 At even larger crater sizes, impacts form basins. From observations, a striking 
feature is the multiple concentric rings that label them "multi-ring basins" (Melosh, 
1989). Due to the scale and size of the impact, basin formation involves large impact-
induced melt volumes (Tonks and Melosh, 1993), and the oldest lunar basin ages imply 
the pre-impact thermal profiles were near the solidus temperature (Potter et al., 2012a; 
2012b). For these reasons, the temperature dependent strength plays an important role in 
ring formation and the inwards collapse of crust over the collapsing crater (Ivanov et al., 
2010; Potter, 2015; Johnson et al., 2016), as strength decreases with temperature. The 





to 4000 km for Valhalla basin, discovered on Callisto by Voyager 1. If a basin's diameter 
is more than half the diameter of the planetary body, the basin qualifies as a "megabasin" 
(Andrews-Hanna and Zuber, 2010), and the curvature of the planetary body plays an 
important role in their formation. Studies have identified twelve "megabasins" (Andrews-
Hanna and Zuber, 2010). Of these, seven possess ellipticity of 1.2 or more (if we count 
Sputnik Planum on Pluto, discovered by the New Horizons mission in 2015). The 
formation of an elliptical simple crater requires an oblique impact angle, around 15° or 
less. However, the likelihood of such impacts is around 5% of the total cratering 
population (Shoemaker, 1962; Andrews-Hanna and Zuber, 2010). Thus, if we assume the 
same critical impact angle for the 6 or 7 megabasins to be elliptical, the probability of 
such a series of events becomes improbable. So instead, a higher critical angle ( c 40° 
instead of 15 ) applies to these large basins (Andrews-Hanna and Zuber, 2010). 
Therefore, the curvature of the planet, in conjunction with another mechanism, allows 
planetary-scale impacts to create elliptical basins at higher impact angles. In Chapter 4, 
we explore the formation of one such basin, South Pole-Aitken basin, located on the 
Moon (with a diameter around 2500 to 2600 km). 
2.1.2 Cratering Mechanics 
 Three stages describe the impact process: contact and compression, excavation, 
and modification. In each stage, the dominant physical processes vary. During contact, 
the impactor (the asteroid or projectile) transfers momentum and energy to the target (e.g. 
the Earth in Chapter 3 and the Moon in Chapter 4 and 5). Generally speaking, impact 
cratering is reasonably well understood (Melosh, 1989). An impactor striking the Moon 
creates a shock wave that heats and accelerates the material near the point of impact. The 
shock wave also passes through the impactor as it compresses and decelerates. The 








The equations relate materials in front of the shock wave to the material behind. In the 
above equations, the zero subscript denotes material in front of the shock wave (i.e. 
unshocked material at rest), while the material behind the shock wave does not have a 
subscript. Here, we define 
pressure, and up as the particle velocity. The three Hugoniot equations stem from the 
conservation of energy, mass, and momentum across the shock wave. Along with the 
Hugoniot equations, we describe impacts with a fourth equation known as the equation of 
against an equation of state along the Hugoniot curve. When the material undergoes 
compression and reaches high pressures, the material will lie along the Hugoniot curve 
(Figure 2.1), as defined by the Hugoniot equations above. 
 The passage of the shock wave accelerates the target material away from the point 
of impact and creates an excavation flow that opens a crater (Melosh, 1989). The flow 
speed during release from the shock pressure retains 1/5 the particle velocity within the 
shock wave. The excavation flow follows a time scale, , given by the 
period of a gravity wave with a wavelength equal to the opening crater diameter, known 
as the transient crater ( , see Chapter 3 for discussion and examples). This 
excavation flow results in an ejecta curtain where the flow moves above the surface. The 
majority of the materials in the ejecta curtain emplace outside the transient crater rim. 
However, material ejected at higher velocities travel hundreds and thousands of 
kilometers across the lunar surface (Smit, 1999). The ejecta form a blanket of material 
that decreases in thickness with distance from the crater rim (McGetchin et al., 1973; 
Schulte et al., 2003; Fassett et al., 2011). The initial depth (provenance) of the ejecta is as 
much as 1/3 the transient crater depth, , and as much as 1/10 the transient crater 






 The excavation flow follows streamlines that move down and out, before moving 
outward and upwards. This pattern gives ejecta the 45° ejection angle often assumed in 
other studies (Bart and Melosh, 2010a). The streamlines follow along maximum shock 
pressure contours. The faster ejecta often contain more highly shocked material. A 
notable exception is spall (Melosh, 1984), where the shock wave interferes along the free 
surface and lightly shocks the material while the excavation flow accelerates the material 
to speeds associated with highly shocked material. A simple crater grows until 
, where is the depth of the transient crater. 
 After the excavation flow and while the ejecta follow ballistic trajectories, the 
crater begins to flow downwards. This modification stage involves the collapsing of the 
crater. The collapse of the crater follows different modes depending upon the scale of the 
crater. As mentioned above, simple craters retain a similar shape as their transient crater 
and debris infilling from the steep crater rims lead to a lens of material (breccia lens), 
about half the depth of the transient crater depth, (Melosh, 1989). For complex 
craters, the process involves slumping and uplift, as well as a larger volume of melt. The 
mechanics behind complex crater modification are an active field of investigation (Baker 
et al., 2016; Head, 2010), but great strides have been made in numerical modeling. The 
same is true for multi-ring basins (Melosh and McKinnon, 1978). Recent advances with 
GRAIL gravity data coupled with topography data and iSALE-2D numerical modeling 
have helped explain the formation of the Moon's Orientale basin and its rings (Johnson et 
al., 2016). Larger basins, such as the aforementioned "megabasins", still possess 
mysteries, such as how the transient crater relates to the basin diameter and topographic 
ridges. We explore the relationship between the impact, ejecta, and transient crater of 
large basins in Chapter 4. 
 The ejecta near the crater rim lands within a continuous ejecta blanket. After 
leaving the crater, the ejecta form a curtain of material, similar to a conical shell that 
expands radially. The front of the curtain contains material with higher velocity and peak 
shock pressures. Further from the crater, the continuous ejecta transitions to a web-like 





Since the crater excavates material outward, this makes sense for simple craters. 
Similarly, for giant basins such as the Moon's South Pole-Aitken basin (~2600 km 
diameter), a Clementine orbiter study estimated the basin volume to determine the ejecta 
volume and found the volume is roughly equal to the excess topography of the lunar 
farside highlands (Smith et al., 1997). We model a South Pole-Aitken impact and find the 
ejecta volume and distribution in Chapter 4. 
 The landing ejecta possess large amounts of momentum and energy that lead to 
ballistic sedimentation (Oberbeck, 1975). In Chapter 4, we assume the ejecta emplace 
onto the surface without mixing or creating tertiary craters. A realistic treatment 
necessitates the inclusion of long run-out landslides of large ejecta fragments, and the 
excavation of surface material that later deposits onto the surface. Also, the ejecta 
generate secondary and tertiary craters. While our numerical models allow us to 
determine ejection angles and velocities, the model currently does not account for the 
fragmentation of the ejecta during excavation and flight (Melosh et al., 1992), which 
plays an important role in determining the ballistic sedimentation. 
 Portions of the ejecta strike the surface and form craters, known as secondary 
craters. Herein we will refer to the source of the ejecta as the primary crater for clarity. 
Observations show secondary craters form at hundreds and thousands of kilometers from 
the primary crater (Oberbeck et al., 1972). When two secondary craters form in close 
proximity within a cluster of ejecta, irregular craters form. This leads to the "herringbone 
pattern", or V-shaped ridges, located between secondary craters in close proximity to 
each other (Oberbeck and Morrison, 1973a; 1973b. The patterns form from the 
interaction of the secondary craters' ejecta curtains. We explore the mechanism that forms 
these V-shaped ridges in Chapter 5. When the craters form at similar times and close 
proximity, they often create doublet craters (Oberbeck and Aoyagi, 1972). The doublet 
craters are two craters interposed upon each other. If the separation distance is small, the 
doublet craters form elliptical craters. However, if they form further apart, an 
embankment between both craters form and separate their cavities with a combined rim. 





2.1.3 Oblique Impacts 
 Despite advancements in impact cratering the importance of the impact angle,  
is not clear. Specifically, the vertical component of the impact velocity contributes to the 
final crater dimensions, as it deposits momentum into the surface ( ), but the 
horizontal component is an unresolved mystery (Pierazzo and Melosh, 2000). For 
example, the melt volume decreases with increasing obliquity (Pierazzo et al., 2000b). 
The probability of a vertical or sub-vertical impact is small compared to oblique impacts, 
for which 45° represents the most probable angle on both gravitating and non-gravitating 
target bodies (Gilbert, 1893; Shoemaker, 1962). The following equation predicts the 
probability of a given impact angle between  and : 
 
The ejecta distribution depends more on the impact angle than the transient crater and 
final crater dimensions. At 45° and below, the ejecta pattern distributes asymmetrically 
downrange. The ejecta pattern retains a bilateral symmetry about the downrange 
direction, but faster ejecta flows downrange and smaller volumes at slower speeds flow in 
the uprange direction. Below 30°, a zone of avoidance forms in the uprange direction 
wherein no ejecta lands (Shuvalov, 2011). At still lower angles, around 10° and less, the 
downrange direction exhibits a similar zone of avoidance and the ejecta pattern forms a 
"butterfly" pattern (Melosh, 1989). For such highly oblique angles, the impactor 
excavates a long elliptical shape and the surface disrupts the impactor (Elbeshausen et al., 
2009). Conversely, if an impactor is large relative to the target body and strikes at an 
oblique angle (around 30° or less, depending u , the 
target shears the impactor (Schultz and Crawford, 2008; Andrews-Hanna and Zuber, 
2010; Collins et al., 2013) and exhibits a lower cratering efficiency (i.e. smaller 
excavation and ejecta volumes). We explore the role of impact angle upon the ejecta 







2.2 Impact Modeling 
2.2.1 iSALE Hydrocode 
In Chapter 3, we simulate the impact and subsequent evolution of a crater with the 
iSALE-2D shock physics code (Wünnemann et al., 2006; Ivanov et al., 1997; Melosh et 
al., 1992), an extension of the SALE hydrocode (Amsden et al., 1980). In addition, we 
use the iSALE-3D shock physics code (Elbeshausen et al., 2009, 2012; Elbeshausen and 
Wünnemann, 2011; Hirt et al., 1981) in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. The iSALE code uses an 
Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation given by Harlow and Amsden, 1971 
(Harlow and Amsden, 1971; Hirt et al., 1974; Elbeshausen et al., 2009, 2012; 
Elbeshausen and Wünnemann, 2011). A volume-of-fluid technique reconstructs 
interfaces between materials and the free surface within each cell (Hirt and Nichols, 
1981; Gueyffier et al., 1999; Benson, 2002; Elbeshausen and Wünnemann, 2011, 
Elbeshausen, 2012). In Chapter 3, we use the iSALE model to solve the Euler equations 
with extra terms to describe material strength and rheology with a finite-difference 
technique on an Eulerian mesh (fixed in space). Similarly, in Chapter 4 and 5 we use 
iSALE to solve the compressible Navier-Stokes equations with material models to 
describe strength, damage, and thermal weakening (refer to the Methods section of each 
chapter for more details). The dynamic scaling implicit in the Navier-Stokes equations 
for impacts (Melosh, 1989) expands our results to both larger and smaller impacts. 
Previous studies validated the iSALE code against laboratory experiments, cratering 
observations, and other hydrocodes (Pierazzo et al., 2008; Davison, 2011; Elbeshausen, 
2012). 
We maintained consistency in our models by using only the developer version of 
the Chicxulub release branch in the iSALE codebase, with minor custom alterations to 
expand iSALE-3D's list of saved variables and removal of minor numerical bugs that are 
now part of the iSALE Dellen release. The reader should refer to the newer Dellen 
release branch, whose iSALE-3D source code is nearly identical in function to the 
Chicxulub release. Each iSALE release undergoes rigorous testing and benchmarking by 






 In iSALE, we choose the geometry of the simulation space to best simulate the 
type of impact. In 2D, cylindrical symmetry (axi-symmetric) with a vertical gravity field 
provides a method for modeling vertical impacts at high resolutions. A half-space mesh 
typifies iSALE models, as it simulates half of the plane and the symmetry revolves about 
the axis to create the rest of the space. In 3D, the half-space describes a box mirrored 
along one side. Considering a Cartesian coordinate system as having eight regions, or 
octants, then the half-space models four octants and utilizes symmetry across the y = 0 
plane. In iSALE-3D,  is to the right of the page,  is into the page, and  is up the page. 
We assume a vertical gravity gradient along the  (down the page) for half-space 
impacts in 3D. For spherical targets, the model creates the entire target body with a 
realistic central gravity field pointing towards the center of mass. 
 In 2D, cylindrical symmetry approximates vertical impacts along the axis of 
symmetry, with cell volumes representing annuli centered on the vertical asymmetry axis 
at the left boundary. The boundaries along the left (symmetry axis) and right sides of the 
mesh allow materials to move along but not through the "free-slip" boundary condition. 
The bottom of the mesh utilizes a no-slip boundary (zero velocity on the boundary) and 
the top of the mesh employs a continuous outflow boundary (iSALE removes material 
that flows through the boundary). In 3D, we assume bilateral symmetry along the plane 
of the impact, with cells representing equal volume cubes. Herein, the cross product of 
the projectile's initial position and velocity vectors defines the "plane of impact" and 
symmetry plane in iSALE-3D. The bottom of the mesh enforces a no-slip boundary and 
the remaining four boundaries apply outflow boundaries. 
 The simulations utilize a high-resolution region, where the impact occurs, 
surrounded by low-resolution extension zones. The cells within the high-resolution 
region possess a uniform width set by the grid spacing, . The low-resolution cells in the 
-y 
plane, by a proportion  in 2D and  in 3D  For the higher 
resolution zone, we set  and each cell becomes a uniform square (2D) or cube (in 





zone. For example, by the 10th cell into the extension zone of the 3D mesh, , and 
the width of the cell is 2.159 times larger than the high-resolution cell width, 
. This continues until a cell reaches a maximum grid size set by . 
This upper limit prevents numerical errors caused by long thin cells at the edges. Since 
this method creates rectangular cuboids of varying side length dependent upon the cell 
location, only cells along the diagonal retain square faces. 
 We do not use outflow boundaries in 2D simulations. Therefore, we need larger 
mesh domains to dissipate the shockwave away from the crater. Otherwise, the 
shockwave reflects along the no-slip or free-slip boundaries at the ends of the mesh 
before superimposing upon the excavation flow. The returning shockwave causes non-
physical behavior, a common occurrence amongst first-time iSALE users. The mesh 
boundaries in 3D allow material outflow along layers and do not require large extension 
zones, but there exist a partial reflection of lower density material along mesh boundaries 
in vacuum (iSALE developers corrected these artifacts in the newer iSALE-Dellen 
release in 2016). For 2D, thin and long cells within the extension zone and along the free 
surface become unstable at long times and low resolutions, but restrictions on the size of 
the extension cells avoid this instability. For these reasons, iSALE best practices include 
the examination of the entire mesh domain for possible instabilities and confirming 
proper conservation of energy and mass. 
2.2.2 Equation of State 
 In impact modeling, modelers often use the Tillotson equation of state (EOS) for 
its simplicity and speed. J. H. Tillotson (1962) defined two forms of the equation, one for 
compressed material, and the other for cold expanded states, to relate the pressure as a 
function of specific internal energy and density. When a phase change occurs in the 
material, the Tillotson EOS does not guarantee thermodynamic consistency (Melosh, 
1989). The lack of phase transitions overestimates the temperature. Thus, for our models, 
we do not use the Tillotson EOS because phase transitions and temperature play an 
important role in planetary scale impacts (Tonks and Melosh, 1993; Ivanov et al., 2010; 





 Several alternatives exist, such as SESAME, that are actively developed and 
supported. For iSALE, the developers incorporate a semi-analytic equation of state 
known as ANEOS. The analytic equation of state (ANEOS) defines pressure as a 
function of energy (temperature) and mass density then produces a tabular data set. 
ANEOS calculates the density, pressure, and temperature from the Gibbs free energy, 
ensuring thermodynamic consistency (Thompson and Lausen, 1972; Melosh, 1989; 
Thompson, 1990; Melosh, 2007). The source code for ANEOS is now part of the iSALE 
release for easier use through simple input commands, as the code remains in a 
FORTRAN77 format. The user can utilize pre-made tabular data or modify the ANEOS 
inputs to create custom tabular data (e.g. specifying more temperature data points to 
interpolate values for the vapor phase accurately). Since the ANEOS input parameters 
number more than 40, ANEOS mastery requires a degree of expertise that few possess. 
The tabular data sets provide faster computation speeds for high-resolution 2D and 3D 
hydrocode simulations. Unfortunately, despite major advancements, the list of material 
equations of state remains limited (Pierazzo and Melosh, 1999). This limits the types of 
materials available in iSALE. Therefore, we often require proxy materials that are 
thermodynamically similar to the material of interest (e.g. dunite instead of forsterite-rich 
olivine). 
 In comparison to other equations of state used in impact modeling, ANEOS 
provides accurate phase boundaries, thermodynamic consistency, and an improved 
treatment of vapor. Despite the accuracy of ANEOS (especially in comparison to the 
Tillotson EOS), it still has limitations that must be considered when we perform impact 
simulations. An ideal EOS must model impact vapor and melt volumes within a single 
cell. Such modeling requires accurate phase boundaries along with two-phase boundaries 
depending upon the material (Collins and Melosh 2014). Recently, improved Hugoniot 
curves from laboratory experiments showed that ANEOS is not accurately predicting the 
entropy along the Hugoniot curve (Kurosawa et al., 2012; Kraus et al., 2012). This results 
in vaporization in iSALE at higher shock pressures than those found in experiments. 





transitions (Collins and Melosh, 2014), but the improvements are not part of the 







2.1a) ANEOS Dunite 
 
2.1b) ANEOS Iron 
Figure 2.1: ANEOS fit to experimental shock data 
Below we illustrate the Hugoniot curve accuracy of ANEOS data against experimental 
shock data. Dunite shock data are from Jackson County, North Carolina (reference 
0 = 3240 kg/m3 0 = 3319 
kg/m3; Marsh, 1980; van Thiel, 1970). The expe 0 = 
7873 kg/m3 (Walsh et al., 1957; McQueen et al., 1970; Marsh, 1980; Trunin et al., 1992; 
Hixson and Fritz, 1992; Brown et al., 2000). The model fits are from ANEOS dunite 
0 = 3300 kg/m3) and ANEOS iron (Thompson et al., 1990). The 






 Since the equations of state allow few material choices, we model impactors and 
target mantles shocked to high pressures and temperatures with the dunite ANEOS table 
(Benz et al., 1989). Dunite is a good proxy for bulk mantle of both the Earth and Moon. 
The ANEOS dunite model represents the best current fit for dunite with a single-phase 
and without a melt transition (Figure 2.1a). However, it does not fit well to the reference 
isobar. We determine the mantle strength relative to damage and temperature using 
empirical fits of rock strength for dunite (Davison et al., 2010; Potter et al., 2012). For the 
iron core of the Moon (Chapter 4) and the differentiated planetesimal core (Chapter 3), 
the ANEOS equation of state for iron (Thompson, 1990) provides an accurate EOS 
(Figure 2.1b). The strength model uses parameters for ARMCO iron and the Johnson and 
Cook strength model (Johnson and Cook, 1983; Bowling et al., 2013). 
 The pressure depends upon the melting temperature, where the material strength 
reduces to zero at or above the melting temperature (Wünnemann et al., 2008). Large 
impact simulations are sensitive to the rheology of the warm interior of the target body 
(Ivanov et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 2016). The current iSALE implementation assumes 
the shear strength goes to zero as the material reaches incipient melting. For melt 
fractions of 0.5 or less, the flow likely depends upon the viscous resistance, but the 
current model does not account for melt fraction. This assumption in iSALE 
oversimplifies the strength model, because shear strength is likely present in materials 
between solidus and liquidus (Melosh et al., 2013). Future models will be able to account 
for melt fraction (Collins and Melosh, 2014). At zero pressure, the melt temperature of 
the mantle solidus is 1373 K (Wünnemann et al., 2008). The damage model follows 
Collins et al. 2004. We use a surface temperature of 300 K. For the upper part of the 
mantle (50 to 100 km depending upon the model), the thermal profile follows a thermal 
gradient of 10 K/km and increases adiabatically at greater depths. When analyzing the 
collapse of a crater, the thermal gradient plays an important role and future models will 
need to consider a wider range of profiles. For now, the high computation cost of 






2.2.3 Lagrangian Tracers 
 We place Lagrangian tracers, which track the motion of a parcel of material 
through the Eulerian mesh, in the center of each cell of the simulation space (Figure 2.2). 
The tracers move with an instantaneous velocity determined by linear interpolation of the 
material velocity at the corner of each cell and the current position of the tracer. The 
simulation integrates the trajectory of the tracer through time using a first-order forward 
finite-difference approximation as the flow evolves. We assume each tracer represents a 
parcel of material with a volume determined by the size of the cell, d0, in which the tracer 
originates. Each tracer represents a volume, d03, in 3D and an annulus in 2D determined 
by radial distance to the vertical axis. 
 
Figure 2.2: Lagrangian Tracer Particles 
Here we show an iSALE-2D simulation of an impactor striking a flat half-space target. 
The red dots represent Lagrangian tracer particles that we place in the center of each cell. 
The inset is a zoomed-in view of the mesh. 
 
2.2.4 Numerical Stability 
 A typical 3D simulation in parallel takes between 1 and 20 days depending upon 





materials within each cell. The finite-difference numerical scheme must meet the 
Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition for numerical stability. For iSALE, the CFL 
condition requires the time steps be smaller than 1/5 the time material takes to cross a cell 
width (Anderson, 1987). A small physical cell size requires more iterations to achieve 
numerical stability. For larger impacts and thus larger cell sizes, the maximum time for 
each time step increases and allows for small decreases in computation time.  
2.2.5 Multi-material and interface reconstruction 
 Materials in an Eulerian simulation flow from cell to cell through a fixed mesh; 
hence, at any given time, cells that straddle the boundaries between different materials 
include a mixture of two or more materials. While the simulation calculates the volume 
fraction and thermal state of each material in a cell, the code does not retain the original 
location of a material parcel. In order to avoid errors due to numerical diffusion of the 
material volume fraction for mixed-material cells, iSALE uses an interface reconstruction 
algorithm to calculate material interfaces, which follows a volume-of-fluid method (Hirt 
and Nichols, 1981; Benson, 2002). Elbeshausen (2011, 2012) describes the method used 
in iSALE-3D. The method in iSALE-2D follows a contouring algorithm (McGlaun et al., 
1990). iSALE uses the intersection of the interfaces along with the cell boundaries to 
determine the fluxes of materials across the boundaries. These interfaces separate the 
materials (including vacuum) within the cell (refer to Chapter 3 Supplementary Section 
2). Because interface tracking cannot follow the convolutions of highly stretched 
material, we have greater confidence in the results deduced from tracer trajectories and 
therefore focus on them in Chapter 3 and 4. 
In iSALE, the material interface reconstruction ensures sharp material boundaries 
within the scale of one cell width. However, this leads to artificial material motion, 
especially when the flow separates the material into filaments with a length scale smaller 
than the grid resolution. Such a case results in a non-unique solution for the interface 
geometry of the material and a single interface no longer suffices (Gareth S. Collins, 
personal communication, October 7, 2015). iSALE handles such cases by randomly 





This causes the motion of material boundaries to differ from the bulk velocity, implying 
that the material tracking functionality is not well suited to studying sub-grid scale 
deformation and dispersal of materials. 
 In Chapter 3, we consider how accurately the tracers follow the material 
interfaces. Figure 2.3 illustrates that tracers follow accurately with the impactor volume 
they represent in iSALE-3D, even at a low resolution (e.g. 10 cells per projectile radius or 
CPPR). The tracer particles move at a velocity linearly interpolated from the velocities at 
the corners of the cell they occupy and the interface tracking does not affect the tracers 
(Davison et. al., 2016). As a result, the tracers drift from the material parcel constrained 
by interface tracking (Figure 2.3). This problem arises in low-resolution computations 
(see Figure 4.A.1 for illustrations of the relative positions of tracer particles and material 
parcels at various resolutions in 2D, and Figure 4.A.2 for 3D). Davison et al. (2016) 
recently studied the issue of tracer drift in iSALE. They proposed an alternative method 
of advecting tracers with the material instead of the bulk velocity field. For these reasons 
and without using the alternative method, we calculate the ballistic trajectory of tracers 
when they pass through a surface that is 5 cells above the initial target surface (Shuvalov, 
2011). Otherwise, the tracers will continue to drift away from the material as the ejected 
material moves away from the transient crater. The ballistic trajectory provides a more 
accurate estimate of the final ejecta emplacement position. Future studies may benefit 
from using the alternative tracking method (Davison et al., 2016). 
 If an impactor moves through vacuum before striking the target and the CPPR are 
small, small masses of the impactor will separate and trail behind the projectile's path. 
We see this in Chapter 5, but the mass is negligible and occupies a small volume fraction 
of a cell. This issue is due to a low CPPR in the projectile, and we show in Chapter 3 that 
increases in resolution and CPPR result in more accurate interface tracking between two 






Figure 2.3: Tracer Drift 
Here we show tracers (blue spheres, each 10 km in diameter) drifting from their material 
interface (red volume) in an iSALE-3D model. The red volume represents the iron from a 
10 cells per projectile radius (CPPR) impactor. Dunite (white region) surrounds the red 
colored volume of iron. The surrounding material is dunite (see Chapter 3 for further 
examples of this model). We place the black grid along the plane of symmetry to give a 
sense of direction and scale, where each square is 100 km on each side. The figure 
depicts the central uplift that follows the transient crater collapse (see Figure 3.3c for 
details). For this amount of distortion, the tracers track well with the material, and we 
conclude that tracer drift is minimal, even at low CPPR values. 
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CHAPTER 3 DIFFERENTIATED PLANETESIMAL IMPACTS INTO A 
TERRESTRIAL MAGMA OCEAN: FATE OF THE IRON CORE 
 
This chapter is reprinted with permission from Elsevier Science and reprinted 
from Earth and Planetary Science Letters, Jordan D Kendall and H J Melosh, 
Differentiated planetesimal impacts into a terrestrial magma ocean: Fate of the iron core, 
Volume 448, pages 24-33, Copyright (2016) 
(http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.epsl.2016.05.012). This manuscript version is made available 
under the CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 license http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ 
 
3.1 Introduction 
The fate of metallic iron in planetesimals during planetary accretion is dictated by 
the physics of the impact process, the dispersion of metal within a growing planet, and 
the observed chemical abundances in the bulk silicate Earth. The observed abundance of 
somewhat iron-
 10-100 times higher than expected if metallic iron had equilibrated with 
a silicate magma ocean at 1 bar (Capobianco et al., 1993; Ringwood, 1966). The original 
planetesimals were small and their internal pressures were low, implying initial chemical 
equilibria between metal and silicate consistent with these low pressures. However, the 
abundances of moderately siderophile elements in large planets, such as the Earth, imply 
that chemical re-equilibration between liquid metal and liquid silicate must have occurred 
at high pressure and temperature (Murthy, 1991; Rubie et al., 2003).  Current hypotheses, 
based on measured iron-silicate partition coefficients, propose chemical re-equilibration 
at the high temperatures and pressures found in a deep terrestrial magma ocean, typically 
around 2100-2400 K, at depths of 600 km to 1200 km, and pressures in the range of 25-
30 GPa (Drake and Righter, 2002; Li and Agee, 2001; Righter et al., 1997). 
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Deep terrestrial magma oceans were likely to form during the final stages of 
accretion is attributed to large and energetic impacts of accreting planetary embryos 
(Melosh, 1990; Tonks and Melosh, 1993; Solomatov, 2007; Reese and Solomatov, 2006; 
Monteux et al., 2013; Srámek et al., 2010). The scale of the magma oceans is dependent 
upon the diameter and impact velocity of the accreting planetesimals, as well as the size 
of the target body. Because the slope of the size-frequency distribution of such accreting 
bodies is typically close to -2, the largest impacts add most of the mass. In the case of the 
Earth, the majority of its mass, including its metallic iron and siderophile elements, was 
added through the impacts of 100 to 1000 km diameter planetesimals (Bottke et al., 2006; 
Chambers, 2004; Kokubo and Ida, 1998; Wasson, 1985).  
Chemical equilibration of metal droplets falling through a liquid silicate magma 
ocean is controlled by the ratio between the rate of diffusion of chemical species and the 
time required for the droplets to fall through the magma ocean (Rubie et al., 2003; 
Stevenson, 1990). When the droplets are small enough that Stokes flow dominates, their 
sinking rate is proportional to their diameter:  Smaller droplets of metal fall more slowly 
because their negative buoyancy scales with volume whereas the viscous drag force 
scales with area. When the droplets are large enough to enter the turbulent regime, their 
terminal velocity is proportional to the square root of diameter.  To be effective, chemical 
re-equilibration must occur on a time scale shorter than that for the metal droplets to 
traverse the magma ocean. Equilibration thus requires that the metal disperse into small 
droplets, with diameters on the order of decimeters or less. Dispersion into smaller 
droplet sizes increases the fall time while also decreasing the time necessary for chemical 
diffusion (which scales as the inverse droplet size squared).   
The metal in undifferentiated meteorites occurs as small blobs typically less than 
1 mm in size. The chemical diffusion into droplets of this size in a silicate magma ocean 
occurs on a much shorter time scale than the time it takes for the droplets to pool at the 
base of the magma ocean. However, if the accreting planetesimals differentiate into metal 
cores and silicate mantles, the iron may fall through the magma ocean without completely 
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equilibrating unless the iron core first disperses into smaller scale fragments before 
settling on the bottom of the magma ocean. 
The surprisingly old ages of magmatic iron meteorites (Scherstén et al., 2006) 
implies that 
history due to melting fueled by radiogenic heating, primarily from 26Al (Baker et al., 
2005; Bottke et al., 2006; Scherstén et al., 2006; Yoshino et al., 2003). The melting 
caused by heat released from 26Al allowed the metal to separate from the silicate in 
planetesimals early, within 0.3 My of calcium-aluminum-rich inclusion (CAI) formation 
(Kruijer et al., 2014). This implies that nearly all planetesimals larger than a few 10s of 
kilometers differentiated during the earliest stage of planetary accretion. 
The inferred chemical re-  at high 
pressure and temperature thus requires that the cores of these planetesimals were 
dispersed to decimeter sizes during accretion and further implies a two-stage 
equilibration process. Because the metal-silicate segregation within the original 
planetesimals took place at low pressure, the differentiated planetesimal cores would 
have scavenged most of the moderately siderophile elements from their mantles. The 
higher abundances of these elements observed in the present-
from a second, later, stage of equilibration at high pressure and temperature as the 
dispersed iron cores of planetesimals equilibrated with molten silicate deep within the 
 
Several recent studies (Dahl and Stevenson, 2010; Deguen et al., 2014; Samuel, 
2012; Wacheul et al., 2014) conclude that planetesimal iron cores must be smaller than 
10 km diameter to fully emulsify within a terrestrial magma ocean. Efficient 
emulsification of larger planetesimal iron cores requires a sufficiently deep magma ocean 
on order of 1000 km for a 100 km diameter core. Their models assume that the cores 
passively settled from zero initial velocity as a concentrated mass of metal. Cores smaller 
than 10 km disperse into centimeter scale fragments through turbulent entrainment and 
thus lead to rapid chemical equilibration with the liquid silicate in the magma ocean. 
These theoretical studies are supported by recent laboratory experiments in fluids with 
viscosity ratios similar to molten metal and silicate (Deguen et al., 2014; 2011; Wacheul 
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et al., 2014).  These studies provide a theoretical and experimental framework for 
modeling the dispersion of iron masses passing through a liquid silicate magma ocean. 
However, under the assumption of zero initial velocity the required degree of dispersal 
cannot occur for cores greater than about 10 km in diameter without a deep magma ocean. 
This is a serious limitation, because hierarchical accretion models predict much larger 
bodies add the majority of the .  
A complete assessment of the dispersion problem requires a more realistic 
treatment of the impact process during planetary accretion. In this work, we numerically 
simulate impacts of large differentiated planetesimals 
assumption of a concentrated mass passively settling through a magma ocean. We show 
what happens when differentiated planetesimals strike a magma ocean on a nearly full-
grown Earth. The impact strips away the planetesimals  silicate mantles and stretches 
their iron cores into thin filaments and ribbons which are much more liable to disperse 
than concentrated masses. 
No modern numerical method (including ours) offers sufficient resolution to 
encompass both the size scale of the impact (100s of km) and the size of metal fragments 
small enough to equilibrate chemically (decimeters). To address this limitation we use a 
large number of Lagrangian tracer particles to quantify the extent of stretching of the iron 
core during the impact (Danckwerts, 1952; Ottino, 1989). These tracers follow the 
positions of initially adjacent portions of the iron core during the impact. We assume 
conservation of volume as the tracers separate during the impact by the insinuation of 
silicate magma into the initially homogenous iron mass. We infer the final size of the 
dispersed iron fragments from the amount of stretching (Danckwerts, 1952; Mohr et al., 
1957). This technique permits us to infer fragment sizes at the sub-mesh scale, albeit by 
inference rather than by direct computation.  
 
3.2 Methods 
3.2.1 Hydrocode Model 
We simulated the impact and subsequent evolution of the crater in a purely 
hydrodynamic mode with the iSALE-2D shock physics code (Wünnemann et al., 2006; 
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Ivanov et al., 1997; Melosh et al., 1992), which is an extension of the SALE hydrocode 
(Amsden et al., 1980). Also, we use the iSALE-3D shock physics code (Elbeshausen et 
al., 2009, 2012; Elbeshausen and Wünnemann, 2011; Hirt et al., 1981). The iSALE 
model solves the Euler equations with extra terms to describe material rheology and 
strength with a finite-difference technique on a Eulerian mesh (the location of the mesh is 
fixed in space). Previous studies validated the iSALE code against laboratory 
experiments, cratering observations, and other hydrocodes (Pierazzo et al., 2008; 
Elbeshausen, 2012). 
Equation of state tables derived using ANEOS represent the thermodynamic 
properties of the core and mantle of both projectile and target (Benz et al., 1989; 
Thompson, 1990). 
of state is well characterized and available within the iSALE ANEOS library (Benz et al., 
1989; Pierazzo et al., 1997). A spherical iron core surrounded by a dunite mantle 
represents the differentiated planetesimal. A half-space dunite target simulates the deep 
magma ocean with modern Earth gravity, 9.81  normal to the surface. We assume 
that the scale of the impact is small compared to the target body (i.e. curvature is 
negligible). The model assumes a purely hydrodynamic flow model with no strength or 
viscosity during the impact. This presumes that both the target and impactor were initially 
molten. An initially molten impactor and target is a first-order approximation, a future 
study is required for solid impactors and targets with strength and a range of surface 
temperatures. However, the assumption of a liquid iron core might not be as poor as it 
initially seems: during impact at Earth escape velocity or faster, most of the core is 
shocked to pressures greater than 300 GPa.  Upon decompression, even cold iron is 
heated to the point of incipient, if not complete, melting (Pierazzo et al. 1997).  If the 
planetesimal core is solid before the impact, it liquefies upon release from high shock 
pressure, before it disperses in the cratering flow.   
Our nominal planetesimal is 200 km in diameter with a 100 km diameter iron core.  
In iSALE-2D, we test vertical impact velocities from 6 km/s to 19 km/s. For iSALE-3D, 
we test impact angles of 90 (vertical) or 45 degrees for the 11.5 km/s case (see 
Supplementary Materials Section 3.6.5 for further discussion of impact velocity).  
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The simulations employ an Eulerian grid with square cells whose sizes range from 
1.25 km to 10 km in different two dimensional (2D) simulations, corresponding to 80 and 
10 cells per projectile radius (CPPR) respectively, and a coarser 10 km cell size (10 
CPPR) in the three dimensional (3D) simulations. An inner high-resolution zone includes 
the impact site and adjacent areas where mixing of core material is expected to occur, 
below the point of impact and inside the magma ocean. This high-resolution zone 
consists of 400x400x200 cells at 10 CPPR in the 3D simulations (see Supplementary 
Section 3.6.1 for further details). Outside of this area of interest, we extend the mesh with 
a low-resolution zone. The size of these additional cells increases stepwise by a constant 
fraction of 1.05, in 2D, and 1.08, in 3D, away from the inner high resolution zone.  In 2D, 
we use cylindrical symmetry to approximate vertical impacts along the axis of symmetry, 
with cell volumes representing annuli centered on the vertical asymmetry axis at the left 
boundary. The left and right sides of the mesh have free-slip boundary conditions. The 
bottom has a no-slip boundary and the top is an outflow boundary. In 3D, we assume 
bilateral symmetry along the plane of the impact, with cells representing equal volume 
cubes. The symmetry plane is a free-slip boundary. The bottom of the mesh is a no-slip 
boundary and the remaining four boundaries are outflow boundaries. 
A full representation of the impact, especially one that includes turbulent mixing, 
ideally requires treatment in 3D. Practical limitations on computation time and memory, 
however, dictate that 2D (axisymmetric) numerical simulations allow higher resolutions 
than 3D simulations. However, 2D simulations are restricted to vertical axisymmetric 
impacts, whereas 3D simulations are required for oblique angles. The probability of a 
vertical or sub-vertical impact is less than the likelihood of an oblique impact, for which 
45 degrees is the most probable angle on both gravitating and non-gravitating target 
bodies (Shoemaker, 1962). To address the difference between simulations in different 
dimensions, we modeled vertical impacts in both 2D and 3D impacts at the same 
resolution of 10 cppr. Additional high-resolution 2D simulations ranged up to 80 cppr 
(1.25 km cell width).  
We placed Lagrangian tracer particles in the center of each cell in the grid before 
the impact . The tracers 
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move with an instantaneous velocity determined by linear interpolation of the material 
velocity at the corner of each cell and the current position of the tracer. The simulation 
integrates the trajectory of the tracer through time using a first-order forward finite-
difference approximation as the flow evolves. We assume each tracer represents a parcel 
of material with a volume determined by the size of the cell in which it originates.  
Materials in a Eulerian simulation flow from cell to cell through a fixed mesh; 
hence, at any given time, cells that straddle the boundaries between different materials 
include a mixture of two or more materials. While the simulation calculates the volume 
fraction and thermal state of each material in a cell, the code does not retain the original 
location of a material parcel. In order to avoid errors due to numerical diffusion of the 
material volume fraction for mixed-material cells, iSALE uses an interface reconstruction 
algorithm to calculate material interfaces, which follows a volume-of-fluid method (Hirt 
and Nichols, 1981). Elbeshausen (2011, 2012) describes the method used in iSALE-3D. 
The method in iSALE-2D follows a contouring algorithm (McGlaun et al., 1990). iSALE 
uses the intersection of the interfaces along with the cell boundaries to determine the 
fluxes of materials across the boundaries. These interfaces separate the materials 
(including vacuum) within the cell (please refer to Supplementary Section 3.6.2). 
Because interface tracking is unable to follow the convolutions of highly stretched core 
material, we have greater confidence in the results deduced from tracer trajectories and 
therefore focus on them in the subsequent analysis. 
Using the tracer particle information, we treat the fluid as incompressible, which 
is a valid assumption during most of the crater excavation phase because velocities are 
small compared to the sound speed. If volume is conserved, the only way that the flow 
can accommodate large amounts of stretching is by thinning into ligaments and by 
folding, similar to the horseshoe  map in which material folds over surrounding material 
(Ottino, 1989). The iron core thus deforms into a discrete number of smaller blobs, 
similar to ligament breakup (Villermaux et al., 2004; Shinjo and Umemura, 2010), or the 
ligaments remain continuous and the cross-sectional scale is reduced. The high Reynolds 
number of the impact flow implies turbulence likely occurs at sub-mesh length scales, 
driven by Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities (Dahl and Stevenson, 
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2010). iSALE does not include any sub-mesh scale turbulence model or parameterization.  
When turbulence develops at the sub-grid resolution, iSALE cannot resolve it.   
 
3.2.2 Stretching Ratio Model 
Past studies investigated the passive mixing of heterogeneities within a 
convecting mantle (Kellogg and Turcotte, 1990; Tackley, 2007). Kellogg and Turcotte, 
1990, use large numbers of particles to statistically quantify the stretching of chemical 
heterogeneities in the mantle. Their results show a distribution of stretching rates that 
implies the distribution is important to reporting the amount of stretching. However, their 
methods involve periodic overturn times of convective cells whereas the impact process 
actively mixes material and is not periodic. For this reason, we describe here a method 
for investigating the deformation of Lagrangian tracer particles along their time-
integrated trajectories during the impact process. 
We compute the time-dependent distance between closest pairs of Lagrangian 
tracer particles within the initial iron core, initially placed at the center of each cell. Each 
tracer has between one and six nearest neighbors in three-dimensional simulations (one to 
four in two-dimensional simulations) depending upon the tracer position within the iron 
core. We integrate the relative distance between each closest pair during the impact 
(Figure 3.1), which numerically describes a simplification of the folding and deformation 
(Danckwerts, 1952; Mohr et al., 1957) of the initial planetesimal core. 
We account for the changing separation of the closest pairs as they move relative 
to one another by calculating an integrated distance, 
. 
Where the absolute value of the relative velocity between closest pair tracers, 
, is integrated with respect to time. The integrated distance is a line integral of 
the changes in relative distance,  between a given tracer pair with respect to time. 
Note that in 2D the separation vector lies entirely in one plane because all of the tracers 
start at the same azimuth.  In 3D the tracers generally start at different azimuths and so 
their separation contains an important component of azimuthal separation that grows with 
increasing radius from the impact site.  Here we discretize  as the time-step in iSALE. 
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We quantify the distortion of the iron by defining a dimensionless stretching ratio, 
, where the integrated distance, (t), is divided by the initial distance, at t = 0 
seconds, between tracer pairs. The total strain experienced by the pair of tracers is equal 
to S-1. During the flow, pairs may approach each other as well as recede; however, in two 
and three dimensions even a reduction in separation may still indicate folding into the 
surrounding material, similar to map (Ottino, 1989), so a simple 
algebraic sum of total separation does not reveal the full extent of iron dispersion. 
We evaluate the statistics of the closest pair separations from the moment of 
impact up to the time scale of gravity-dominated crater collapse (which is also 
approximately equal to the time the transient crater takes to open), , 
dispersion and fragment size distribution. We compare the 
integrated stretching ratio results from the 2D vertical impact simulations with increasing 
resolution, from 10 cppr to 80 cppr, to determine the importance of resolution within the 
stretching statistics. We further compare the 2D and 3D vertical impact simulations at 
similar resolution to investigate differences in geometry and resolution (see 




3.3.1 Differentiated Planetesimal Impacts into a Magma Ocean 
As the crater opens, the impact strips the planetesimal mantle away from the iron 
core (Figure 3.2; Supplemental Figure A.2). The iron core is initially compressed into a 
lenticular mass that later distorts into a more complex shape as the crater collapses. The 
core distortion is rotationally symmetric about the vertical axis for vertical impacts 
(Figures 3.2 and 3.3). In oblique impacts, the iron core deforms into an initially flat lens 
or disk that is asymmetric about the impact velocity vector as it flows along the surface 
(Figure 3.4). As the crater collapses, the central uplift further distorts the iron core, 
entraining more silicate material into the iron.   
After contact and compression, the shockwave moves spherically through the 
magma ocean (Figure 3.2a). The planetesimal plunges into the magma ocean (Figure 
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3.2a) until the crater fully opens (Figure 3.2b). The iron core flattens and pushes further 
into the magma ocean as the crater evolves. Figure 3.2b shows a smaller inner crater 
superimposed upon the larger crater near the surface. The penetration of the iron core into 
the magma ocean and the stripping of the planetesimal dunite mantle away from the core 
create this peculiar shape. The crater eventually stops expanding and then collapses 
(Figure 3.2c). Liquid dunite is the dominant material within the collapsing crater, as the 
flow entrains the iron core below the surface. As the central uplift collapses large eddies 
envelop the iron core and these eddies continue to circulate about the central column of 
material below the impact site (Figure 3.2d). A comparison of increasing CPPR 
resolution and impact velocity is provided in Supplementary Figures A.1 and A.4. 
The evolution of the 3D vertical impact (Figure 3.3, Supplemental Figure A.2) is 
similar to the 2D vertical impact (Figure 3.2). The planetesimal begins tangent to the 
half-space target (Figure 3.3a). The yellow color represents the surface of the magma 
ocean and the black spheres surround the iron tracers. The iron core stretches and thins 
below the floor of the opening crater (Figure 3.3b). The crater then collapses and forms a 
central uplift carrying iron material upwards with the central uplift (Figure 3.3c). Most of 
the material in the vertical impact is dunite moving vertically. As the central uplift 
relaxes and falls back towards the surface, the iron continues to stretch into the vertical 
volume of dunite (Figure 3.3d). 
Figure 3.4 shows a 3D simulation of an oblique impact of a 200 km diameter 
planetesimal striking the magma ocean at the most probable angle of 45° and a velocity 
of 11.5 km/s (down and to the left of the page) at a resolution of 10 cppr. Initially the 
differentiated planetesimal just touches the surface (Figure 3.4a). The yellow color 
represents the surface of the magma ocean as well as the projectile surface and the red 
spheres represent the Lagrangian tracers initially placed in the iron core. As the crater 
opens, the iron core is compressed and stretched downrange along the direction of the 
velocity vector (Figure 3.4b). The leading side of the planetesimal  dunite mantle shears 
away from the iron core, and surface material ejects asymmetrically away from the iron 
core (Figure 3.4b) in a pattern that is different from the near symmetric ejection of 
surface material in a vertical impact (Figure 3.3b). As the crater collapses, the central 
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uplift tilts downrange with respect to the vertical (Figure 3.4c), depositing a portion of the 
iron core downrange from the point of impact. Tracers are in a vertical column under the 
point of impact or distributed downrange. The impact injects the tracers up to 600 km 
deep into the magma ocean, while the iron tracers in the central uplift are transported to a 
distance of 1000 km downrange from the impact site (Figure 3.4d).  
 
3.3.2 Trajectories of Iron Core Tracers 
We illustrate the often-complex trajectories of core material during the impact 
process by plotting the paths of a few representative iron tracers. Figure 3.5 thus shows 
the paths of a tracer at the top of the iron core and one at its bottom for both 45 and 90-
degree impacts. In the 90-degree case both top and bottom tracers first penetrate into the 
magma ocean, rise high above the surface in the transient central peak and then fall back 
down below the surface (Figure 3.5a). In the oblique 45-degree impact, the tracers 
initially move along parallel paths as the planetesimal penetrated the target, but later the 
. The top tracer, after executing two loops, approaches the 
surface of the target, while the cratering flow injects the bottom tracer deeper into the 
magma ocean after executing a single loop (Figure 3.5b). 
The planetesimal and its core strongly decelerate as well as disperse during the 
cratering event. We consider that the cratering motions have ceased after the elapse of 
four times the gravitational collapse time of the crater, roughly given by . 
At this time the motions of the iron masses become dominated by their negative 
buoyancy relative to the surrounding less dense magma and they begin to sink. For a 
transient crater of roughly 600 km (Figure 3.2b), the gravitational collapse time is 250 
seconds. Figure 3.6 shows the positions of the iron tracers (after four cycles, t = 1000 
seconds). Therefore, Figure 3.6 shows the configuration of the core material when the 
cratering flow ceases and buoyancy forces dominate, leading to a further stage of 
dispersion by turbulent entrainment (not modeled here). The vertical impact disperses the 
iron core into a vertical cylinder centered along the direction of the impact (Figure 3.6). 
The initial 100 km diameter iron core disperses into a volume that is about four times 
wider and eight times deeper than the initial core  diameter. Thus, the core spreads 
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throughout a volume about 120 times larger than the initial core. For the 45-degree 
impact, Figure 3.6 shows the iron core disperses into a similarly large volume, but does 
not sink as deep into the magma ocean. The oblique impact volume is about 10 times 
wider, 6 times deeper, and 4 times wider in the lateral direction (the lateral direction is 
not shown in the figure) tha It thus spreads through a volume 
about 240 times larger than the initial core, with most of the additional volume coming 
from its downrange dispersion. 
 
3.3.3 Stretching Statistics and Core Dispersion 
Figure 3.7 compares the integrated stretching ratio for impacts under the same 
conditions in 2D and 3D geometries. After the impact flow slows and the iron core begins 
to sink, the median integrated stretching ratio for the 3D simulations continues to increase 
above the 2D value. The 2D geometry causes the central uplift to separate from the iron 
core in the 10 cppr 2D simulations, because the cylindrical symmetry in 2D involves 
smaller mass cells pushed along the axis by larger mass cells during crater collapse. This 
causes more mantle material in the 2D simulation to flow into and around the iron core, 
as compared to the 3D simulation (see Supplementary Section 3.6.3). Thus, the 
displacement of tracers by the central uplift (around t = 500 s) is larger in 3D than the 2D 
simulation (Figure 3.7). As the transient crater opens and collapses, the 2D results 
diverge immediately from the 3D simulations, because the stretching in 2D is limited to 
the plane of the impact, whereas 3D simulations stretch azimuthally as well (Figure 3.7). 
The separation in the azimuthal direction in 3D represents a degree of freedom not 
present in 2D. This implies the 2D results represent a lower bound on the actual 
stretching. 
The statistical distribution of stretching ratios over the ensemble of closest pairs 
serves to indicate the degree of core dispersion. Figure 3.8 shows histograms of the 
integrated stretching ratio of each closest pair for the oblique and vertical 3D impacts at 
500 seconds after the impact. We report the integrated stretching ratios in Table 3.1. We 
show the mean and quantiles representing 25%, 50% (median), 75%, and 95% of the 
closest pairs in Table 3.1 (for t = 250 seconds and 500 seconds). We compute the 
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integrated stretching ratio for each quantile in Table 3.1 by dividing the integrated 
distance by the cell size. The increase in 2D simulation resolution corresponds to a 
decrease in cell size and hence initial distance between closest pair tracers, . The 
median value corresponds to the 50% quantile. For the 2D 40 cppr simulations at 500 
seconds, the 50% quantile shows half of the projectile has an integrated distance of 39 km 
or more, which corresponds to a median   = 16. The stretching ratios converge for 
increasing resolution during the compression stage of the impact (t < 50 s; supplementary 
Figure A.3) but diverge at later times. At 250 seconds, the progression from 40 CPPR to 
80 CPPR is closer than 10 to 20 CPPR (Table 3.1). This suggests the highest resolution 
results are slowly converging, and the results in Table 3.1 represent a lower limit on the 
degree of stretching (see Supplementary Section 3.6.4). This is consistent with higher 
resolution simulations resolving smaller scale motions than the lower resolution 
simulations. 
 The integrated stretching ratio depends upon the impact angle (Figure 3.7, Table 
3.1). During contact and compression the vertical impactor is stretched more than the 
oblique impactor, with a median  = 13 and 11 at t = 250 s respectively. However, as the 
crater begins to collapse, the downrange momentum of the oblique impact causes the iron 
core to stretch more than in the vertical impact. This results in = 26, for the oblique 
impact, and  = 17 for the vertical impact at t = 500 seconds. This is consistent with the 
longer path for oblique tracers shown in Figure 3.5 and the larger dispersed volume in 
Figure 3.6. We report the integrated stretching statistics for varying impact velocities 
with 40 cppr 2D simulations in Table 3.1. We explore the relationship between impact 
velocity and the stretching statistics in the online Supplementary Material. 
Stretching ratios are easy to compute in hydrocode simulations, but they are only 
a proxy for the distortion and sub-mesh scale fragmentation of the iron core material. The 
challenge is to convert these ratios to meaningful estimates of the size of the resulting 
fragments. Unfortunately, the inferred size of the fragments depends upon the mode of 
stretching. Because subsonic flows nearly conserve volume, a given parcel of material 
can only distort into either sheets (stretching in one or two directions perpendicular to 
some axis) or ligaments (stretching in one direction with inflow of material in the two 
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perpendicular directions). In the case of sheet stretching, an original feature (the 
planetesimal core) of initial dimension L elongates by a factor S into a sheet in two 
directions and thins to a final thickness equal to L/S2, assuming conservation of volume. 
If the fragment distorts in only one direction (so that the perpendicular direction 
maintains its original dimension L), it thins to L/S (Mohr et al., 1957). The first kind of 
second would describe how it stretches downrange with the central uplift in oblique 
impacts. If the sheets become unstable and stretch into ligaments (Villermaux et al., 
2004; Shinjo and Umemura, 2010), then volume conservation implies that the diameter of 
the ligament is of order L/S1/2. 
Because iSALE does not resolve the motion of the core fluid to a size smaller 
than the minimum cell size in the mesh, d0, we cannot directly compute the minimum 
dimensions of the fragments to which the core reduces. However, as we have done in 
Table 3.1, we can use the stretching ratios of initially adjacent tracers in conjunction with 
the above different hypothesis of stretching modes to estimate the core size reduction for 
each mode. So in Table 3.1 we list the mass-averaged means of , , and 
. Multiplying the mass-averaged means by the original core dimension L (100 
km in the case reported here) results in an estimate of the dimensions to which the core 
material distorts and mixes with the surrounding magma ocean at the end of the cratering 
flow. These dimensions then give an upper bound for the appropriate starting size for the 
further dispersion of core material as it sinks under the influence of buoyancy forces 
(Stevenson, 1990; Dahl and Stevenson, 2010; Rubie et al., 2003). 
The dimensional reduction factors in Table 3.1 imply that the final core 
dimensions are less than the mesh resolution. The ligament stretching, the lowest scale-
reduction scenario, results in  between 0.25 and 0.20 for vertical and oblique 3D 
impacts (Table 3.1). This corresponds with a reduction in scale from a 100 km diameter 
core down to 25 km and 20 km or less fragments (by multiplying the core diameter by the 
scale reduction factor in Table 3.1). Similarly, ligament stretching of the 40 cppr 2D 
impact reduces the core to 24 km or less. The best-case scenario, two-dimensional sheet 
stretching, results in scale reduction down to 0.6 km, 0.3 km, and 0.7 km or less for the 
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10 cppr oblique simulation, 10 cppr vertical 3D simulation, and 40 cppr 2D simulation 




3.4.1 Fully developed turbulence and time scale of the impact 
High Reynolds number flows are generally highly turbulent, which implies a 
potential for strong mixing. However, turbulence takes time to develop and requires 
vorticity sources. Therefore, an important question for impact mixing is whether these 
flows occur over long enough intervals for turbulence to develop. The timescale for 
excavation of a transient crater in the gravity regime is typically about  
and so a crude average velocity estimated as the diameter divided by the opening time, 
or . Substitute this velocity into the Reynolds number equation, 
 (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972), where  is the length scale of the flow,  
is the mean flow speed,  is the density of the magma ocean. For a typical magma ocean 
dynamic viscosity,  of about 10-2-10 Pa s (Deguen et al., 2011), the Reynolds number 
implies that cratering flows are turbulent on Earth for transient craters more than a few 
meters in diameter. For our 200 km diameter planetesimal impact, Re may exceed 1010, 
and thus have the potential of being highly turbulent. However, the timescale for 
turbulence to fully develop is nearly the same as the excavation of the transient crater, of 
the order of  (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972). The time scale for stretching of the 
iron core and for turbulence to develop in the cratering flow are thus comparable, and it is 
therefore likely that, in reality, more stretching occurs than our computations, which do 
not include sub-mesh turbulence, suggest.  Our results must thus be regarded as lower 
limits on the actual degree of dispersion in impacts. 
 
3.4.2 Differences between 2D and 3D affect stretching results 
 We discuss in Section 3.6.3 of the Supplementary material the discrepancy 
between 2D and 3D simulations and conclude it is likely due to low-resolutions and 
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differences in geometry. As the impact progresses, the axisymmetric geometry of the 2D 
simulations exaggerates the motion of the iron material along the axis of symmetry in low 
resolution simulations (10 and 20 CPPR), but the tracers do not follow this exaggerated 
material motion (Supplementary Figure A.1). This exaggeration occurs because cells 
along the axis of symmetry in 2D contain much less mass than surrounding cells and thus 
accelerate much more rapidly in response to inevitable small errors in the pressure 
gradient. At low resolutions, these errors are more pronounced. The low resolutions and 
the confinement of 2D tracer motion to a single plane likely explains why stretching in 
2D is less than 3D for 10 CPPR (Figure 3.7 and Table 3.1; also see Supplemental Section 
3.6.4). Even though the motion of tracers in 2D is restricted to a single azimuth angle, we 
use the 2D simulations to qualitatively explore the results at resolutions currently 
unachievable with 3D impact simulations. The higher resolution stretching statistics in 
2D gives more accurate results than the 3D results and provide a lower bound for the 
degree of stretching of the impacting core (Table 3.1; Supplemental Section 3.6.3). 
 
3.4.3 Implications for the Dispersion Problem 
The proper solution of the dispersion problem requires a realistic treatment of the 
impact process during planetary accretion. The impact stretching of planetesimal cores 
mantle. During the impact, the tracers follow convoluted paths. The tracer closest pairs 
mixes into a large volume of silicate mantle. We characterize this behavior by examining 
the statistics of closest pairs of tracers. The impact stretches the iron core through a large 
volume whose size depends upon the impact angle (Figure 3.6). The distribution of the 
integrated stretching ratios shows that the impact stretches portions of the core 10 to 100 
times the initial closest pair dimensions (Table 3.1). The stretching statistics imply the 
dispersion of the iron core from the scale of 100 km diameter down to irregular blobs 
ranging between about 0.3 to 30 km dimensions (Table 3.1). Once reduced to the scale of 
10 km and less, hydrodynamic processes will further reduce the iron down to size scales 
of decimeters and centimeters (Dahl and Stevenson, 2010; Deguen et al., 2014), a scale at 
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which rapid chemical equilibration is possible. This rapid chemical equilibration is 
consistent with the observed abundances of the moderately siderophile elements in the 
bulk silicate Earth. Further mixing may occur when the metal-silicate turbulent flow 
reaches the base of the magma ocean or the base of a hemispherical volume of melt 
surrounding the crater (Deguen et al., 2014). 
We have shown a 
(Figure 3.2-3.4, 3.6). This implies that the assumption, made in previous studies, of a 
concentrated initial mass passively settling through a magma ocean will underestimate 
the mixing for impactor diameters >10 km (Dahl and Stevenson, 2010; Deguen et al., 
2014). Our vertical impact computations predict a degree of mixing similar to the 
experiments by Deguen et al., but the oblique impact results indicate more mixing. 
During the impact, the dispersion of the iron core is independent of gravity until the 
central uplift begins. As a result, the dynamic scaling implicit in the Navier-Stokes 
equations for impacts (Melosh, 1989) can be used to expand our results to larger impactor 
cores, as well as smaller iron cores.   
The presence of a magma ocean is required for high pressure and high 
temperature chemical equilibration. This paper therefore assumes that such a magma 
ocean is present upon impact. 
core was added at a time when the upper mantle was hot, but still at a temperature below 
the liquidus. Future studies are required to determine how these results change if the 





Our hydrocode simulations show that when a differentiated planetesimal impacts 
a magma ocean, its iron core disperses into a volume of liquid silicate up to two orders of 
magnitude larger than its initial volume. Our analysis of the impacts of 200 km diameter 
differentiated planetesimals demonstrate that accretionary impacts greatly distort the core 
of the projectile during high Reynolds number flow, enhancing the probability of 
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turbulent mixing with the surrounding liquid silicate fluid. The stretching statistics imply 
that the core and surrounding magma mix intimately through the surrounding volume. 
The impact velocity (Figure A.6) and angle determine the degree of stretching (Table 3.1). 
Portions of the core are stretched 10 to 100 times their initial dimensions. This implies 
the reduction of a 100 km diameter core to irregular blobs of 0.3 to 30 km dimensions or 
less. After the impact, further passive settling of these metal masses reduce them to 
decimeter scale droplets through turbulent entrainment (Dahl and Stevenson, 2010; 
Deguen et al., 2014). At this scale, rapid chemical equilibration is possible. This implies 
the chemical equilibration of moderately siderophile elements is more efficient at a given 
depth than suggested by previous studies (Dahl and Stevenson, 2010; Deguen et al., 
2014; 2011). Consideration of the details of the impact process provides a clearer picture 
of the dispersion problem in planetary accretion. The impact process determines the 





Figure 3.1: Closest Pairs of Tracers and Separation Distance  
Cartoon depiction of five tracers, initially next to each other, forming four sets of 







3.2a) t = 50 s 
 






3.2c) t = 250 s 
 
3.2d) t = 500 s 
Figure 3.2: 2D Differentiated Planetesimal Impacting Into a Magma Ocean  
This figure illustrates the evolution of bulk iron and silicate as a differentiated 
planetesimal strikes a magma ocean. This simulation depicts a 40 cppr 2D vertical impact 
at 11.5 km/s with a 200 km diameter impactor with a 100 km diameter core. In the left 
panel, the Lagrangian tracers initially with the iron material are shown (red and blue 
tracers for the planetesimal mantle and core respectively), and on the right side we plot 
the density field. For the right panel, the material is colored according to density. The 
denser iron (blue) is distinguishable from dunite (green) and white represents vacuum. 










Figure 3.7: Comparison of Median Integrated Stretching for 2D and 3D impacts 
The median integrated stretching ratio calculated with time for 2D (dashed line), 3D 
(solid line) vertical impact, and 3D (dash-dot line) oblique impact at 11.5 km/s impact 
velocity. The 2D and 3D simulations have identical initial parameters with a resolution of 
10 cppr and 10 km cell size. The dashed blue lines show the time steps reported in Table 
3.1, t = 250 seconds and t = 500s. The 2D results diverge immediately from the 3D 
simulations, because the stretching in 2D is limited to the plane of the impact, whereas 






Figure 3.8: Distribution of Integrated Stretching Ratio  
The distribution of integrated stretching ratio calculated for each closest pair at the 
end of the impact for 3D 45° and 90° impacts at 11.5 km/s impact velocity at T = 
500 s. The histogram bin size is 2.














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.6 Supplementary Material 
3.6.1: Hydrocode Domain 
Figure 3. -
domain. We report the number of cells and the physical dimensions of each simulation in 
Supplementary Table A.1. Here we show a - example of the domain of the 
simulation space: 
 
The simulations utilize a high-resolution region, where the impact occurs, surrounded by 
low-resolution extension zones. The cells within the high-resolution region are all of 
uniform width set by the grid spacing of the simulation, . The low-resolution cells in 
 or height, depending upon location along the x-y 
plane, by a proportion  in 2D and  in 3D  For the higher 
resolution zone, we set  and each cell are uniform squares (2D) or cubes (in 3D). 
Then  increases monotonically by 1 for each cell in the lower resolution extension zone. 
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For example, by the 10th cell in the 3D mesh,  and the width of the cell is 2.16 
times larger than the high-resolution cell width. This is continued until it reaches a 
maximum grid size set by . This upper limit prevents numerical errors 
caused by long thin cells at the edges.  
 3.6.2 iSALE Model: Reducing Material Diffusion Errors and Tracer Drift 
In iSALE, the material interface reconstruction ensures sharp material boundaries 
to within the scale of one cell width. However, it can result in artificial material motion, 
especially when the flow would separate the material into filaments with a length scale 
smaller than the grid resolution. Such a case results in a non-unique solution for the 
interface geometry of the material and a single interface no longer suffices (Gareth S. 
Collins, personal communication, October 7, 2015). iSALE handles such cases by 
randomly selecting from the available solutions, which likely leads to artificial clumping 
or break-up. This also may cause the motion of material boundaries to differ from the 
bulk velocity. This implies that iSALE's material tracking functionality is not well suited 
to studying sub-grid scale deformation and dispersal of materials. 
To address this limitation, we instead use Lagrangian tracer particles to infer the 
deformation of the impacting core as it penetrates and spreads beneath the target. The 
tracer particles move at a velocity linearly interpolated from the velocities at the corners 
of the cell they occupy and are not affected by the interface tracking described above 
(Davison et. al., 2016).  As a result, they may separate from the mass of iron as 
constrained by interface tracking.  This problem arises only in low-resolution 
computations (see Figure A.1 for illustrations of the relative positions of tracer particles 
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and high density material at various resolutions in 2D, and Figure A.2 for 3D). For the 
purpose of our study, the tracers and material advection are consistent at high-resolutions 
in 2D and low-resolution 3D simulations.  While not utilized in this study, the issue of 
tracer drift was recently studied by Davison et. al (2016) where the authors propose an 
alternative method of advecting tracers with the material instead of bulk velocity. 
3.6.3 Increasing resolution and Core Evolution 
At low resolutions, the material interface-tracking algorithm in iSALE may cause 
the material motion to depart significantly from the tracer trajectories close to material 
interfaces, such as the iron/silicate boundary. This presents a problem because the 
Lagrangian tracers follow the bulk velocity field and not the boundary reconstruction. As 
a result, the Lagrangian tracers may drift away from their initial material, especially at 
low resolutions.  
In Figure A.1, we compare the same impact for increasing resolution in iSALE-
2D. As the resolution increases, the size of the grid cells decrease and this decrease 
results in more cells per projectile radius (CPPR). For 40 CPPR and 80 CPPR the tracers 
and iron material follow each other closely and show no signs of tracer particle drift. 
However, at 10 and 20 CPPR, the tracers (shown on the left of the figures) and material 
(represented by the density on the right) drift apart (Figure A.1a and A.1b).  This implies 
that in iSALE-2D the Lagrangian tracers do not follow the material accurately at 
resolutions lower than 20 cppr. Therefore, the high-resolution 2D results (40 cppr and 
higher) are more accurate.  
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The discrepancy between 10 CPPR 2D and 3D stretching results (Figure 3.7) 
appears to be a symptom of the geometric differences between 2D and 3D simulations at 
low resolutions (Figure A.1a and A.2). The initial position vectors of each tracer in 3D 
generally fall at different azimuths, while the 2D tracers are constrained to a single 
azimuthal plane. Thus at the same resolution, tracers move further apart in 3D than in 2D. 
In 2D, each cell of the mesh represents a toroid whose volume depends upon the radial 
distance to the symmetry axis. At low resolutions (10 cppr), this cylindrical symmetry 
exaggerates axisymmetric motion along the symmetry axis. Figure A.1a shows the small 
volumes of iron core entrained along the axis into the central uplift while the tracers 
separate from the iron and follow the bulk velocity field. In contrast, the cells in 3D are 
all the same volume and the tracers follow the core material more accurately even at 10 
CPPR. Therefore, the differences in geometry between 2D and 3D simulations cause the 
tracers to move differently than the material and this is enhanced by the lower resolution 
results, where the bulk motions are not as well resolved. 
Even though there are discrepancies at low resolutions, the higher resolution (40 
and 80 cppr) 2D results are likely more accurate. In Figure A.1c and A.1d, the tracers 
accurately follow the material and the iron does not become entrained into the central 
uplift. The absence of core material in the central uplift is in opposition to the 3D results. 
Therefore, we conclude the appearance of iron core material in the central uplift is a 
symptom of low-resolution. Future studies with computers capable of simulating higher 
resolutions in 3D may be able to conclude if the core is indeed in the central uplift or left 
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behind in 200 km diameter scale impacts. For now, we must rely on the accuracy of the 
higher resolution 2D results. 
 
3.6.4 Convergence of Integrated Stretching 
The integrated distance calculated in the manuscript changes as the resolution of 
the simulation increases. When the resolution increases, the cell width decreases. Since 
cell width determines the initial separation of Lagrangian tracers, the integrated distances 
of all pairs of Lagrangian tracers will therefore begin closer together. Thus with 
increasing resolution, we expect the integrated distances to become smaller. 
However, the stretching ratio is not dependent upon the initial cell size and should 
converge at early times (<50 seconds) before the onset of turbulent instabilities. Figure 
A.3 shows the mean stretching ratio with respect to time for varying CPPR. We calculate 
the mean stretching in Figure A.3 by dividing the mean integrated distance by the initial 
separation of each tracer particle pair. Figure A.3 shows the mean stretching ratios 
converge for the initial period of the impact, while the impacting core compresses into a 
lenticular mass (see Figure 3.2a of the manuscript). After this time (t>50 seconds), the 
stretching ratios begin to diverge. The lack of convergence at times >50 seconds indicates 
that we are resolving finer-scale motions at late time at higher resolution:  We are 
beginning to see the onset of turbulence, even at this relative coarse resolution.  Still 
higher resolution should show more stretching at later times.  Nevertheless, we can say 
that our results at later times (Table 3.1) place a lower bound on the degree of stretching. 
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In Table 3.1, the stretching at 250 seconds is converging slowly, where the progression 
from of stretching ratios from 40 CPPR to 80 CPPR is smaller than the progression from 
10 CPPR to 20 CPPR. This suggests at the highest resolutions, at 40 cppr and up, the 
stretching ratios are beginning to converge toward a limit that is not yet resolved, but may 
be resolvable with still higher resolution simulations. 
3.6.5 Impact Velocity and Stretching Statistics 
To address the dependence of our stretching results on impact velocity, we 
performed a series of 2D runs in which the impact velocity was varied from 6 km/s to 19 
km/s for the nominal impactor at a resolution of 40 cppr. Figure A.4 shows the difference 
between the impacts at t = 250 s for the velocities 6 km/s, 11.5 km/s, 15 km/s, and 19 
km/s. The initial separation of the tracer particles at this resolution was 2.5 kilometers. 
Figure A.5 shows the mean stretching ratio with respect to time for varying impact 
velocities. We determine the mean stretching by dividing the mean integrated distance by 
the initial separation of each tracer particle pair. For each velocity, we report the 
integrated stretching ratios and scale-reduction factors in Table 3.1 of the manuscript. 
In Figure A.6, we compare the stretching ratios at the transient crater collapse 
time, , where  is the diameter of the transient crater and g is 
the acceleration due to gravity.  We perform a least squares fit using a QR 
decomposition. The best fit, represented by the dashed black line, is  
S=1.088*v + 5.858, 
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with a goodness of fit of R2 = 0.1718 and root-mean-squares error of 11.41. For this fit, 
the stretching ratio is S and the impact velocity is v. The cell size of the simulation is 2.5 
km and 40 cppr. We calculate the stretching ratio by dividing the integrated distances by 
the cell size for each velocity data set. A box and whisker plot shows the distribution of 
the data for each velocity (see Figure A.6). 
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Supplementary Materials: Table A.1 
The iSALE model places the impact in a high-resolution region of cells in the shape of 
identical squares (in iSALE-2D) or cubes (in iSALE-3D). In order to dissipate the shock 
wave produced by the impact, iSALE adds an extensional region on each side of the 
simulation space, where the cells become larger with distance from the impact site. Here 















Cells in X  
Number of 
Extension 







10 10 150 400 50 100 3700 8400 
20 5 300 800 50 100 2600 6200 
40 2.5 600 1650 60 70 2500 5100 





Supplementary Materials: Table A.2 
The stretching statistics are calculated using the number, N, of tracer pairs. A tracer pair is 
defined as a pair of tracers initially located in adjacent cells before impact. The number of cells 
and thus tracer pairs is dependent upon the geometry (2D and 3D) and simulation resolution (10, 
20, 40, and 80 CPPR). The table below shows the number of pairs associated with each impact 
and the statistical quantiles reported in Table 3.1. The order of magnitude of the number of tracer 
pairs determines the significant figures used in the stretching ratio results of Table 3.1. For each 
quantile, the format follows: Number of pairs with stretching value greater than value listed in 














CPPR Dimension N N N N N 
10 3D 1092 273/819 546/546 819/273 1037/55 
10 2D 80 20/60 40/40 60/20 76/4 
20 2D 316 79/237 158/158 237/79 300/16 
40 2D 1264 316/948 632/632 948/316 1200/64 
























A.1d) 80 CPPR, 1.25 km cell size 
 
Supplementary Materials: Figure A.1 
Plots of tracers and density at t = 50 s (compression), 200 s (transient crater forms), and 500 s 
(central uplift forms) for resolutions of 10, 20, and 40 CPPR. The 40 CPPR case is shown in 
Figure 3.2 of the manuscript as well. The 80 CPPR case is not resolved well past 250 seconds and 
is only shown here at t = 50 and 200. The 2D simulation tested was a 200 km diameter impactor 
with a 100 km diameter iron core and a 11.5 km/s vertical impact velocity. The tracers in the left 
panel are colored red and blue for the planetesimal mantle and core respectively. The size of the 
circles representing the tracers matches the size of a single cell. The right panel shows density; 
with green representing the lower density material and dark blue the higher density material. 
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A.2a) t = 0 s 
    
A.2b) t = 50 s 
    




    
A.2d) t = 500 s 
 
Supplementary Materials: Figure A.2 
We show the vertical 3D impact from Figure 3.3 plotted along the plane of the impact at t 
= 0, 50, 200, and 500 seconds. The left panel shows tracers (orange colored) representing 
the planetesimal iron core, while the right panel shows tracers (white colored) 
representing the planetesimal mantle. Both panels are for the same vertical 3D impact of 
a 200 km diameter impactor at 11.5 km/s. We plot the density from less than 3300 kg/m3 
(dark blue) to greater than 7800 kg/m3 (bright red). The square grids represent the scale 
of 200 km on each side. The impact strips the planetesimal mantle (white tracers) away 
from the iron core (orange tracers) and the orange tracers closely follow the evolution of 
the core material.  
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Supplementary Materials: Figure A.3 
We compute the mean stretching ratio with respect to time for varying resolution (cells 
per projectile radius, CPPR), by dividing the integrated distance by the cell size. We test 
10, 20, 40, and 80 CPPR for a vertical 2D impact at a resolution with cell sizes 10, 5, 2.5, 
and 1.25 km respectively. The impact is a 200 km diameter impactor with an impact 
velocity of 11.5 km/s. The mean stretching ratio converges during compression and 
diverges as the crater begins to collapse. This is likely due to the smaller scale motions 







A.4a) v = 6 km/s      A.4b) v = 11.5 km/s 
 
A.4c) v = 15 km/s     A.4d) v = 19 km/s 
 
Supplementary Materials: Figure A.4 
We compare the impact simulation at different velocities, v (t = 250 seconds). Here we 
show the impactor, with a 200 km diameter dunite mantle and 100 km diameter iron core, 
with 40 CPPR (2.5 km cell size). As the impact velocity increases the transient crater 
diameter increases as well. As a result, the impact stretches the iron core increasingly 




Supplementary Materials: Figure A.5 
We compute the mean stretching ratio with respect to time for varying impact velocities. 
We test velocities 6 km/s, 11.5 km/s, 15 km/s, and 19 km/s for a vertical 2D impact at a 
resolution of 40 CPPR (2.5 km cell size and initial tracer separation). To find the mean 
stretching, we divide the mean integrated distance by the initial distance of tracers, 2.5 
km. The vertical dashed blue line (at t = 250s) is the transient crater growth timescale for 
a 200 km diameter impactor with an impact velocity of 11.5km/s. The transient crater 
growth timescale is different for each velocity (see Table 3.1). We report the velocity 






Supplementary Materials: Figure A.6   
The stretching ratio, S, calculated with respect to impact velocity, v. The cell size of the 
simulation is 2.5 km and 40 CPPR. We calculate the stretching ratio by dividing the 
integrated distances by the cell size for each velocity data set. We perform a least squares 
fit using a QR decomposition. The best fit, represented by the dashed black line, is 
S=1.088*v + 5.858, and a goodness of fit of R2 = 0.1718 and root-mean-squares error of 
11.41. A box and whisker plot shows the distribution of the data. The red line represents 
the median of each data set. The upper and lower bounds of the box are the 25% and 75% 
quartiles. The red plus-sign scattered data are outliers that lie outside of 1.5 times the 
interquartile range and are not used in the box and whisker plot calculation. These 





CHAPTER 4 EJECTA FROM THE SOUTH POLE-AITKEN BASIN-FORMING 
IMPACT: DOMINANT SOURCE OF LUNAR FARSIDE HIGHLANDS 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The lunar dichotomy between the farside highlands and nearside lowlands is 
perhaps one of the most striking features of the Moon. Despite an unprecedented view of 
(Smith, 2010) and Gravity and Interior Laboratory (GRAIL) (Zuber et al., 2013), the 
cause of this dichotomy remains unresolved. Here we propose that the South Pole-Aitken 
(SP-A) impact ejects (predominantly) crustal and mantle materials onto the lunar farside. 
The ejecta contribute to the observed dichotomy. The focus of this study is to model the 
formation and distribution of ejecta blankets. An extensive study of the formation of 
large-scale basin ejecta blankets allows an understanding of the depths to which these 
impacts excavate, and identify potential regions in which the ejecta underlie the lunar 
farside. Coupled with future spectral studies of the lunar farside surface, we may come to 
 and lower crust.  
Although early tidal heating, frozen tidal-rotational bulges (Garrick-Bethell et al., 
2014), and true polar wander (Keane et al., 2014; Siegler et al., 2016) certainly contribute 
to the topography, they do not fully explain the nearside-farside dichotomy. More 
precisely, there is a ~2 km offset (Smith et al., 1997; Smith, 2010) between the Moon's 
center of figure (COF) and the center of mass (COM). Alternatively, Jutzi et al. (2011) 
suggested the late accretion of a companion moon as a possible explanation, but GRAIL 
has shown this hypothesis unlikely (Zuber et al., 2013). We suggest that the massive 
impact that formed the SP-A basin also created the farside highlands. This provides a 
potentially more plausible hypothesis since we know the SP-A impact occurred.  
Generally speaking, impact cratering and excavation flow processes are 
reasonably well understood (Melosh, 1989). An impactor striking the Moon creates a 
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shock wave that heats and accelerates the material near the point of impact. The shock 
wave also passes through the impactor as it compresses and decelerates. The passage of 
the shock wave accelerates the target material away from the point of impact and creates 
an excavation flow. This excavation flow results in an ejecta curtain where the flow 
moves above the surface. The majority of the material in the ejecta curtain are emplaced 
outside the transient crater rim. However, material ejected at higher velocities are able to 
travel hundreds and thousands of kilometers across the lunar surface (Smit, 1999). The 
ejecta form a blanket of material that decreases in thickness with distance from the crater 
rim (McGetchin et al., 1973; Schulte et al., 2003; Fassett et al., 2011). The loading of 
lunar farside highlands (Wieczorek et al., 2013).  
Here, we assume ballistic emplacement of ejecta onto the lunar surface without 
sliding. Fassett et al. (2012) show that ejecta emplacement near Orientale basin display 
negligible sliding. This suggests ballistically emplaced ejecta may be a reasonable 
assumption for our results. However, a realistic treatment of SP-A ejecta emplacement 
would include the horizontal velocity component of impacting ejecta (Oberbeck, 1975). 
The momentum of the ejecta leads to ballistic sedimentation, where the ejecta slide and 
excavate material from the regolith. At smaller scales (hundreds of meters), ballistic 
sedimentation contributes to the displacement of ejecta and the surface. However, we are 
limited in our current hydrocode models to studying the ejection of 10 km scale blocks of 
material (for a SP-A scale basin-forming impact) and we leave the inclusion of a ballistic 
sedimentation model for future studies. 
The SP-A basin, with a ~2500 km diameter, is the oldest and largest observable 
lunar impact structure. The basin's elliptical shape is indicative of an oblique impact 
(~30° to 45°) by an asteroid greater than 200 km in diameter traveling from South to 
North (Andrews-Hanna and Zuber, 2010; Potter et al., 2012; Garrick-Bethell et al., 2014). 
Since SP-A is the largest basin, it provides the best test case to determine the maximum 
depth of excavation by oblique impacts. From observations and experiments, vertical 
impacts excavate as deep as 1/10th their crater diameter and oblique impacts excavate to 
shallower depths (Melosh, 1989). Limits on the impactor size that is required to eject 
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mantle material beyond a ~1200 km radial distance depend upon the crust thickness. 
Previous studies found the excavation of the lunar mantle onto the surface is unlikely 
(Wieczorek et al., 2012). In our study, we show the impact of a 150 km to 420 km 
diameter impactor ejects sufficient material to blanket the lunar farside in several 
kilometers of crustal material. In addition to ejection of crustal material, we predict that 
an impact of this scale excavates and ejects the upper mantle beyond the transient crater 
rim and onto the farside (Table 4.2). The ejected volume is not enough material to 
explain the observed crustal thickness asymmetry, but it is significant, and the spherical 
harmonic degree-two asymmetry as well as other factors would also contribute (Smith et 
al., 1997; Smith, 2010; Wieczorek et al., 2013; Garrick-Bethell et al., 2014; Keane et al., 
2014).  
 From crater scaling laws (Croft 1980; 1985), the impact that formed the SP-A 
basin likely excavated material onto the surface that likely originated from the crust and 
upper mantle. Thus, SP-A is of great interest for future space missions and possible 
sample return missions (National Research Council, 2007; Joliff et al., 2010). Past 
missions, such as Clementine, LRO, SELENE, Kaguya, and GRAIL provided a 
fundamental understanding of the structure of the SP-A basin from topographic, gravity, 
and multispectral data. The next logical step would be a sample return mission to analyze 
lower crust and upper mantle materials that are likely along the surface near or within the 
SP-A basin (Joliff et al., 2010). 
 The semi-major axis of SP-A is ~1200 km, from the basin center to the 
topographic ridges, with an elliptical shape (Garrick-Bethell and Zuber, 2009). The exact 
size of the transient crater of the basin is still a topic of debate and recent studies of other 
large basins on the Moon, such as Orientale basin, suggest that transient crater rims do 
not clearly define the basin rims (Johnson et al., 2016). Instead, a better metric may be 
the topographic rings related to isostatic uplift. For SP-A, there are four ring structures 
within the basin (Hiesinger and Head, 2003). The basin appears to be in isostatic 
equilibrium (Zuber et al., 1994; Matsumoto et al., 2010) with a maximum depth of ~13 
km from the basin floor (at an elevation of -9.1 km) to outer ridge (Smith et al., 2010). 
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 The SP-A basin consists of two terranes, the Outer and Inner Terranes (Joliff et 
al., 2000). A terrane describes an area with similar rock groups or rock formations. From 
gravity and topographic data, studies found that the Outer Terrane, located at r > 1000 
km from basin center, has an above average crustal thickness (Neuman et al., 1996; Joliff 
et al., 2000) of ~60 km and increasing to 80 km beyond the basin (Sasaki et al., 2010; 
Ishihara et al., 2009). In comparison, the average crustal thickness was estimated to be 
~50 km (Wieczorek et al., 2013). The Inner Terrane ranges from r = 0 to ~1000 km 
where the Outer SP-A Terrane begins (Joliff et al., 2000). The Inner Terrane consists of a 
crust thickness of 10-40 km (Zuber et al., 1994; Wieczorek and Phillips, 1999; Hikida 
and Wieczorek, 2007; Wieczorek et al. 2013), which is less than the average crust 
thickness (Wieczorek et al., 2013), and a topographic depression dominates the region 
(Garrick-Bethell and Zuber, 2009). 
 Prior to the Kaguya and GRAIL missions, the location of SP-A, near the south 
pole of the Moon, limited the accuracy of gravity measurements. The best estimates of 
crustal thickness at the basin center ranged from study to study between 10 and 40 km 
(Zuber et al., 1994; Wieczorek and Phillips, 1999; Hikida and Wieczorek, 2007). The 
Kaguya mission provided improved topography and gravity of the lunar farside and 
estimated the crustal thickness at the basin to be ~30 km (Sasaki et al., 2010; Ishihara et 
al., 2009). This implies a thinner layer of crust underlies the basin than the rest of the 
lunar surface and thus the presence of mantle material along the surface is unlikely. The 
crustal thickness results from these models do not agree with the assumption that a large 
impact on the scale of SP-A would excavate mantle material to the surface (Croft 1980; 
1985). One possible explanation lies in the uncertainty of the bulk composition and 
density estimates from the crustal thickness modeling (Wieczorek et al., 2013). We 
suggest the impact that formed SP-A altered the composition of the Inner Terrane by 
unearthing deep crust and possibly upper mantle material. 
 One way to determine the surface composition is through spectroscopic studies of 
the basin. Studies suggested the basin floor likely consists of lower crust and upper 
mantle material (Lucey et al., 1998), or possibly lower noritic crust (Pieters et al., 2001). 
Inside the rings of impact structures within the SP-A basin, researchers found spectra 
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consistent with upper crustal anorthositic spectra, but these appear to be rare (Petro and 
Pieters, 2002). Strong multispectral signatures that appear anomalous in comparison to 
the lunar averages characterize the Inner Terrane. For example, Clementine found 
elevated Ti, around 1.5 wt % (Lucey et al., 1998), and a higher than average Fe signature, 
between 8 and 12 wt %, from Lunar Prospector (Lawrence et al., 2002). In contrast, the 
Lunar Prospector found the Outer Terrane has Fe content of 6-8 wt %, which is less than 
the Inner Terrane but still above the lunar average of ~5 wt % (Lawrence et al., 2002). 
Along the basin edge, the Fe content drops to 5 wt % around r ~ 1200 km from the basin 
center (Joliff et al., 2000). 
For this study, we explore the impact parameter space to find an impact that best 
reproduces the current day farside topography. We assume the crust prior to the SP-A 
impact was between 30 and 50 km thick, and the radius of the topographic high that 
 from the basin center. A future study that would 
apply ballistic sedimentation and mass loading to our work here, would allow the 
calculation of the rotation of the Moon and the COM and COF offset due to the SP-A 




In Section 4.2.1, we used iSALE-3D to model high-resolution ejecta patterns. We 
utilize these models to understand the formation of ejecta blankets for large impacts that 
likely form basins larger than Orientale and on the scale of the South Pole-Aitken basin. 
As the impact occurred, material is ejected from the crater onto the Moon. We track this 
material using Lagrangian tracers (Section 4.2.2) and determine the ballistic trajectories 
(Section 4.2.3). From this ballistic emplacement, we determine the ejecta blanket 
thickness outside of the transient crater rim (Section 4.2.4). 
 
4.2.1 Hydrocode Model 
We simulate the impact crater and ejecta formation with the iSALE-3D shock 
physics code (Wünnemann et al., 2006; Collins et al., 2004; Elbeshausen et al., 2009; 
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Elbeshausen et al., 2011), which is an extension of the SALE hydrocode (Amsden et al., 
1980; Ivanov et al., 1997; Melosh et al., 1992). The iSALE-3D code uses an Arbitrary 
Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation (Harlow and Amsden, 1971; Hirt et al., 1974; 
Elbeshausen et al., 2009, 2012; Elbeshausen and Wünnemann, 2011). The model uses a 
finite-difference technique to solve the Navier-Stokes equations for compressible 
materials in an Eulerian mesh. Materials flow through the fixed Eulerian mesh. A 
volume-of-fluid technique reconstructs interfaces between materials and the free surface 
within each cell (Hirt and Nichols, 1981; Gueyffier et al., 1999; Benson, 2002; 
Elbeshausen and Wünnemann, 2011; Elbeshausen, 2012). Previous studies validated the 
iSALE code against comparable hydrocodes, cratering observations, and laboratory 
experiments (Pierazzo et al., 2008; Davison et al., 2011; Elbeshausen, 2012). 
Our model Moon consists of a 680 km diameter iron core overlain by a 1400 km 
thick dunite mantle with a surface gravity of 1.618 m/s2 (Table 4.2). Dunite has a similar 
the iSALE ANEOS library (Benz et al., 1989; Pierazzo et al., 1997). We model the 
Moon's iron core with the ANEOS tabular data for iron (Thompson, 1990). The impactor, 
a homogeneous sphere of dunite, collides with the Moon at 15 km/s (Marchi et al., 2009; 
Yue et al., 2013). We infer that if a 15 km/s impact velocity will eject upper mantle 
material, then higher velocities will as well. We vary impact angle, between 30° and 60°, 
and impactor diameter, between 150 and 420 km. This range of impact scenarios is in 
agreement with previous studies of the SP-A basin transient crater diameter (Potter et al., 
2012). The model uses a pressure and damage dependent strength model, developed for 
rock-like materials (Collins et al. 2004), for dunite and a strain and strain-rate dependent 
strength model for metals (Johnson and Cook, 1983) iron core (Table 
4.1). 
The simulations employ an Eulerian grid with 10 km square cubes in three-
dimensional (3D) simulations (Figure 4.1), corresponding to 5 and 40 cells per projectile 
radius (CPPR). The inner high-resolution zone includes the impact site and adjacent areas 
where ejecta from the target originate . This zone consists of 450 x 
450 x 250 cells in the 3D simulations (Figure 4.1). The mesh extends outside the area of 
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interest with a low-resolution zone. In flat target models, this mesh extension allows the 
passage and dissipation of the shock wave, but for a spherical target, the extension zone 
allows the outflow of fast-moving ejecta above escape velocity. The low-resolution mesh 
consists of 50 cells in each direction increasing in scale with distance from the point of 
impact. We placed the entire Moon inside the high-resolution zone (Figure 4.1). This 
approach is computationally expensive, and future models will benefit from placing the 
region near the antipode inside the extension zone. We assume bilateral symmetry along 
the plane of the impact. This boundary allows materials to move along but not through 
-
condition). 
 A typical iSALE-3D simulation in parallel takes between 7 and 20 days, 
depending upon the number of cells. The physical size of cells, relative to sound speed 
through materials within each cell, also affects the number of numerical iterations. 
Specifically, a smaller physical cell size requires more iteration to achieve numerical 
stability, as the time-step must satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition for 
numerical stability in finite-difference schemes. For iSALE, the CFL condition is met by 
requiring the time steps be smaller than 1/5 the time material takes to cross a cell width.   
 We also note the inclusion of a crust is not currently feasible for resolutions of 10 
km per cell, as the crust would only be 2 to 3 cells thick. As a result, we neglect the 
inclusion of a crust and propose its inclusion in future studies. However, the uppermost 
100 km of material in the target of our model possesses mechanically strong and cool 
material that is a proxy for a chemical crust. Though we do not model the crust as lower 
density material, we instead infer results using the outer 50 km of the initial mechanical 
"crust" to delineate between the maximum depth of the crust and mantle boundary. 
 
4.2.2 Lagrangian Tracers 
We place Lagrangian tracers, which track the motion of a parcel of material 
through the Eulerian mesh, in the center of each cell of the simulation space (Figure 
4.2a). We treat these tracers as proxies for the ejected mass from the impact, with each 
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tracer representing a volume of 1000 km3 (determined by the resolution of the simulation, 
Figure 4.2b). We track the tracer trajectories (Figure 4.2c-d) and determine the locations 
where they ballistically emplace on the lunar surface relative to the current location of the 




Figure 4.1a) Angled View    Figure 4.1b) Top Down View 
 
Figure 4.1c) Mirrored Isosurface   Figure 4.1d) Profile View 
 
Figure 4.1: Simulation Mesh in iSALE-3D for the Spherical Target Model 
We show the half-space mesh at different angles. The grid lines represent a coarse 
depiction of the ~50 million cells in the iSALE-3D model. The brown and dark grey 
circles along the plane of impact represent the lunar mantle and core. The red sphere and 
arrow depict the impactor and its impact velocity vector. The grey isosurface represents 





Figure 4.2a.) t = 0 s    Figure 4.2b.) t = 20 s 
 
 
Figure 4.2c.) t = 50 s    Figure 4.2d.) t = 300 s   
 
Figure 4.2: Motion of Lagrangian Tracers 
We show the progression of tracers (blue spheres) as the crater opens (black mesh). The 
wireframe in the background represents the edges of the entire mesh and provides a guide 
for the 3D perspective of the images. The wireframe is made of squares of side length 
equal to the impactor diameter. As material flows from cell to cell, the tracers follow the 
velocity gradient of the material. The code does not retain the original location of a 
material parcel, but the Lagrangian tracers allow us to track the trajectory of each 
material parcel. As material and tracers move above the surface, we calculate the tracer 
trajectories to determine the ejecta distribution.   
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Table 4.1  iSALE-3D material input parameters (iSALE-Chicxulub release) 
 
Description  Values for Dunite Values for Iron 
Equation of State ANEOS Dunite a ANEOS Iron b  
Melting Temperature 1373 K 1811 K 
Specific Heat 1300 600 
Poisson's ratio 0.25 0.25 
Thermal Softening Model Ohnaka (1995) Ohnaka (1995) 
Thermal Softening Parameterc 1.1 1.2 
Simon A parameterc 1520 MPa 6000 MPa 
Simon B parameterc 4.05 3.00 
Cohesion (undamaged)d 5.07 MPa 0 
Cohesion (damaged)d 0.01 MPa 0.01 MPa 
Frictional Coeff. (undamaged)d 1.58 0 
Frictional Coeff. (damaged)d 0.63 0.4 
Strength at Infinite Pressured 3.26 GPa 2.50 GPa 
Strain Coefficient, a* N/A 3.24E+08 
Strain Coefficient, b* N/A 1.14E+08 
Strain Exponent, n* N/A 0.42 
Strain rate coefficient, c* N/A 0 
Pressure coefficient, d* N/A 0 
Minimum Pressure* N/A 0 Pa 
Porosity Model None None 
aSee (Benz et al., 1989). 
b See (Thompson et al., 1990) 
cSee (Wunnemann et al. 2004; Ohnaka, 1995) for a thermal softening model description 
within iSALE. 
dSee (Collins et al., 2004) for the pressure and damage dependent strength model 
description within iSALE. 
*See (Johnson and Cook, 1983) for a strain and strain-rate dependent strength model 
developed for metals.   
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Table 4.2  iSALE-3D model description (iSALE-Chicxulub release) 
 
Parameter description  Value 
Number of high resolution cells in x-direction 450 
Number of high resolution cells in y-direction 250 
Number of high resolution cells in z-direction 450 
Cell size in x-direction 10 km 
Cell size in y-direction 10 km 
Cell size in z-direction 10 km 
Physical dimension of entire mesh, x-direction -2700 km to +1800 km (horizontal) 
Physical dimension of entire mesh, y-direction 0 to +2500 km (into plane of impact) 
Physical dimension of entire mesh, z-direction -1800 km to +2700 km (vertical) 
Surface Temperature 300 K 
Surface gravitational acceleration 1.618  
Projectile Diameter 200 to 420 km 
Impact Velocity 15 km/s 
Target Mantle Radius 1740 km 
Target Core Radius 350 km 
 
 
4.2.3 Ballistic Trajectories 
 As the tracers move beyond the surface of the Moon, we consider the tracers to be 
ballistic and , , and velocity, , 
 (Figure 4.2). The impact ejects tracers out of 
the crater. We calculate the escape velocity at , , 
where  is the mass of the Moon,  is 
the gravitational constant. If the magnitude of the tracer velocity is below escape 
velocity, , we extrapolate the tracer trajectory until it falls back onto the 
Moon. We ravity, , on the 
ith tracer at position  and update the position and velocity until the tracer lands on the 
. The final tracer position determines the ballistically emplaced location 
of a block of ejecta. 
 
4.2.4 Determining the Ejecta Thickness 
We use the final emplaced tracer positions to create a map of ejecta thickness (see 
Fig. 4.14-18 in Section 4.3), excluding any tracers that land within the transient crater 
diameter, inside of which crater collapse occurs (Melosh 1989). We report the transient 
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crater diameters, depths, and times in Table 4.3 (flat target) and Table 4.4 (spherical 
target) for each simulation. We assume a final basin rim 2500 km in diameter centered on 
the transient crater (Potter et al., 2012). We place the final tracer positions into equal 
surface area bins along the lunar surface. The longitude and the sine of the colatitude 
allow equal-area bins along the surface of the Moon. We calculate the ejecta thickness in 
each bin by dividing the volume of ejecta by the surface area of each equal-area bin. In 
order to calculate the volume of ejecta, we use the initial density of each cell at  
which varies with depth, as determined by hydrostatic equilibrium. Then, we use the 
initial (at t = 0 s) density to calculate a mass for each tracer and then use the mass to 
determine a final volume, assuming a density of 2650  (Wieczorek et al., 2013). 
Next, we plot the results in latitude and longitude so that the SP-A basin is centered at -
60° latitude and 180° longitude (Fig. 4.4). Assuming a final density is dangerous because 
the impact ejects large volumes of mantle material and we may be overestimating the 
final volume by assuming a density of 2650 . However, if the mantle was less 
dense prior to impact, the same impact might eject more material and result in a similar 
result. This assumption of the final density deserves consideration and may change the 
results by up to 30%. Future studies would benefit from considering the emplaced ejecta 
density. One approach would be to consider the thermal state of the ejecta to determine a 




4.3.1 Flat Target Model 
 The first step in determining if the SP-A impact excavated mantle material or not 
is to begin with a simple model. By using a flat surface half-space target, we do not need 
to model the entire Moon. This approach saves computation time and memory. As a 
result, we can determine two things: 1.) what size and angle of impactor will excavate 
mantle material beyond the final basin ridge, and 2.) what size of cells in the hydrocode 
model are necessary to resolve the mantle ejecta. The spherical model is limited to 10 km 
cells, but the flat target is capable of smaller sizes without an extensive increase in 
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computation time. However, if we are able to resolve the ejection of mantle material with 
10 km cell resolution in the flat model, then we can confidently proceed with a spherical 
target model in the next section with the same numerical mesh resolution and CPPR. 
 The numerical simulations involving a spherical target Moon are computationally 
intensive. The model includes the entire Moon within the high-resolution mesh, whereas 
the area of interest is near the point of impact. As a result, the spherical Moon model is 
limited in resolution to 10 km cell width (Figure 4.1, 4.2). We simulate at higher 
resolutions (less than 10 km per cell) by simplifying the geometry of the target. This 
simplification allows cell sizes down to 5 km. However, the flat half-space target results 
are not applicable in determining the ejecta thickness and distribution because for large 
impactor diameters (Dimp >150 km) curvature is important on the Moon. The flat target 
model validates the ability to resolve mantle ejecta using a 10 km cell resolution in the 




Table 4.3: Flat Target Model: Maximum Initial Depth of Ejecta and Transient 
Crater Diameter 
























150 30 15 5 15 285 617 568 206 1.92E7 27.5 
150 45 15 5 15 290 636 638 252 2.86E7 37.5 
200 30 15 5 20 300 804 729 264 3.99E7 42.5 
200 45 15 5 20 300 811 806 326 5.60E7 62.5 
300 30 15 5 30 310 1140 957 374 1.01E8 77.5 
300 45 15 5 30 305 1110 994 446 1.17E8 97.5 
Dimp: Impactor diameter 
: Impact angle from horizon 
vimp: Impact speed 
d0: Cell Size 
CPPR: Cells per projectile radius 
tt: Transient crater formation time 
Dt,x: Transient crater diameter along direction of impact 
Dt,y: Transient crater diameter transverse to the direction of impact 
Ht: Transient crater depth 
Vt: Transient crater volume 
Dex: Maximum depth of ejecta with ballistic range greater than 1250 km  
 
 
4.3a) t = 0 s      4.3b) t = 155 s 
 
Figure 4.3 iSALE Simulation of Half-Space Flat Target Geometry 
We show a hydrocode simulation of a 300 km diameter dunite spherical impactor striking 
at 15 km/s and 45° from the horizon. The target is a half-space dunite target. The brown 
represents dunite material. The yellow represents tracers below 50 km depth. The blue 




The provenance of the ejecta is shown in Figure 4.4. We plot the tracers along the 
plane of the impact. The black circle is the initial location of the impactor and the black 
and red regions to the left are the provenance regions of ejecta that land beyond a radial 
distance of ~1250 km from the center of the transient crater. The red region represents 
target material that is initially at depths deeper than 50 km and thus likely to be upper 
mantle material. We report the maximum excavation depth and transient crater diameter 
in Table 4.3 for each simulation. 
We plot the ejecta from an impact into a flat target by a 200 km diameter impactor 
traveling at 15 km/s and 45° from the horizon (Figure 4.5). We plot tracers with initial 
depth between 0 km (at the surface) and 50 km (at the largest depth of a lunar crust) (Fig. 
4.5a). The uprange region has a zone of avoidance where no tracers land. This is 
consistent with oblique impacts of 45° and less. The tracers initially closer to the surface 
cover a larger area than material from deeper depths (Fig. 4.5b). The impactor imparts 
more kinetic energy into material near the point of impact and the surface, thus the deeper 
material does not travel as far before landing on the surface of the Moon. The impactor 
excavates a transient crater at t = 300 seconds. We determine the transient crater time by 
calculating the maximum volume of the opening crater. The transient crater has a depth-
diameter ratio of 0.402, with a 326 km depth and 811 km diameter (Table 4.3). 
The ejecta blanket produced by a 420 km diameter impactor includes material as 
deep as 92.8, 174, and 218 km for an impact angle of 30°, 45°, and 60° respectively 
(Table 4.3). Limits on the size of impactor required to eject mantle material beyond a 
2500 km diameter crater rim depends upon the crust thickness. For example, a 150 km 
diameter impactor at 15 km/s and 45° has a maximum excavation depth of 37.5 km, 
which would not excavate the upper mantle if the lower crust was >37.5 km in depth. 
Whereas 300 km or larger impactors result in excavation depths greater than 75.4 km 
(Table 4.3), well below the maximum depth of the Moon's crust of 50 km before the SP-






Figure 4.4 - Flat Target Model: Provenance of Ejecta That Lands A Distance of 
1250 km from Transient Crater Center 
 
Here we plot the provenance of ejecta that travels beyond a radial distance of 1250 km 
onto the lunar surface. The plot shows tracers projected onto the plane of impact. A black 
line depicts the surface at 0 km depth and the upper limit of the crust thickness at 50 km 
depth. The black circle represents the impactor before the impact. The red region is ejecta 





Figure 4.5a: Tracers with initial depth between the surface and 50 km depth. 
 
 
Figure 4.5b: Tracer with initial depth below 50km into the mantle. 
 
Figure 4.5: Ejecta Tracer Distribution for a Flat Surface 
We show the final tracer distribution found by ballistically propagating the tracers that 
represent ejecta for our flat target model. We assume a vertical acceleration of gravity of 
1.622 m/s^2 along the flat surface. This figure shows results for a 200 km diameter 
impactor striking at 15 km/s and 45° from the horizon. We plot the final location of each 
tracer in the downrange and transverse (lateral range) direction from the point of impact 
at the origin.  
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4.3.2 Spherical Target Model Results 
 Our flat target model shows a 200 km diameter impactor is likely to excavate 
upper mantle material. Now, we can increase the complexity of our model by accounting 
for curvature of the target and modeling the entirety of the spherical Moon. Here we do 
not model the entire collapse and relaxation of the crater. We instead use the scale of the 
transient crater to determine an estimate of the final crater and subsequent basin diameter 
(Table 4.4) based upon previous studies (Potter et al., 2012). 
 We plot the provenance of each tracer ejected by the excavation of the crater 
(Figure 4.6). The provenance of tracers ejected outside the transient crater and below 
escape velocity is asymmetric downrange and laterally. In a vertical impact, we expect 





Fig. 4.6a) Dimp = 200 km, v = 15 km/s, 45° Fig. 4.6b) Dimp = 300 km, v =15 km/s, 45° 
 
Fig. 4.6c) Dimp = 420 km, v = 15 km/s, 45° 
Figure 4.6 - Provenance of Ejecta for Spherical Target Model 
 
Provenance map of ejecta material (colored blue) that forms the ejecta blanket. This plot 
is a vertical slice along the plane of the impact. The impactor moves down and to the left. 
initial location of the impactor. The red circle denotes a depth of 50 km below the surface 
and represents the maximum likely crustal depth. Material below this line is likely from 




 The provenance of the ejecta is important for determining if the basin-forming 
impact is able to excavate upper mantle material. Figure 4.6 shows three different 
impacts at the same 15 km/s velocity and 45° angle, but with a 200 km, 300km and 420 
km diameter impactor for Figure 4.6a, 4.6b, and 4.6c respectively. We plot a black circle 
to show the initial lunar surface and red circle to indicate the maximum crust-mantle 
boundary of 50 km. In each case, we calculate the maximum depth of the tracers that land 
outside the transient crater and the volume of the ejecta (Table 4.4). We also calculate the 
volume of ejecta that is initially below 50 km depth and thus likely to be upper mantle 
material (see Table 4.4). As can be seen in Figure 4.6c, the tracers near the surface are 
missing. This is due to the disruption of the projectile that shears and grazes the lunar 
material and takes a large volume of crust with the projectile above escape velocity. 
 In Figure 4.7, we illustrate the impact process for a 200 km diameter impactor 
striking a 1740 km radius Moon with a 15 km/s impact velocity in iSALE-3D. The 
impact angle is 45° from the horizon. We plot an isosurface (solid grey surface) to 
represent the surface and the white space is vacuum. We place the impactor directly 
above the topmost point of the Moon (Fig. 4.7a). The transient crater opens after t=300s 
(Fig. 4.7b). The crater collapses and ejecta begin to land outside the transient crater 
(Figure 4.7c). The collapse of the crater results in an asymmetric uplift that reaches its 
maximum radial distance above the initial surface at 1750 seconds (Fig. 4.7d). The 
material in the uplift falls back to the surface and transports material onto the lunar 
surface (Fig. 4.7e-f). After 3 hours, the collapse of the uplift causes a secondary uplift to 
drive material down and back out of the crater (Fig. 4.7g). This second uplift is smaller in 
scale than the first. The initial cool surface of the lunar surface surrounding the crater 
underlies the ejected material and material from the mantle uplift splash. After an hour, 
the crater begins to relax (Fig. 4.7h). The surface continues to fluctuate on the scale of the 
mesh resolution (~10 km) over the course of three hours until the basin surface relaxes 
(Wieczorek and Stewart, 2012). 
We plot the final tracer location for a 200 km diameter impactor striking at 45° 
and 15 km/s (Figure 4.8) into a spherical lunar target. In Figure 4.8a, we plot tracers with 
provenance of 0 km to 50 km depth. This is representative of crustal material at the time 
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of impact. In Figure 4.8b, we plot tracers with provenance below 50 km depth, 
representing the upper mantle. The tracers closer to the surface cover a larger area of the 
lunar farside. The upper mantle tracers (Fig. 4.8b) are located closer to the location of the 
impact and transient crater. This is consistent with the current topographic rim associated 
with the SP-A basin. We find a gap to the northeast and northwest of the impact point 
with very few tracers. This region is likely a numerical artifact due to lost tracers. 
Specifically, the iSALE-3D tracer advection routine removes tracers that fail to follow 





Fig. 4.7a) t = 0 s      Fig. 4.7b) t = 300 s   Fig. 4.7c) t = 1000 s 
 
 
Fig. 4.7d) t = 1750 s   Fig. 4.7e) t = 2500 s     Fig. 4.7f) t = 3000 s 
 
 






Figure 4.7: 3D Impact of a 200 km Diameter Impact into a Spherical Lunar Target 
We show the evolution of an oblique impacts in 3D with 10 CPPR. We simulate a 200 
km diameter impactor striking a 1740 km radius Moon with a 15 km/s impact velocity in 
iSALE-3D. The impact angle is 45° from the horizon. We plot an isosurface (dark grey) 
to represent the interface between the surface and vacuum (white region). We plot the 
temperature along the plane of the impact. The dark blue represents temperatures less 
than 300 K and dark red for temperatures greater than 1900 K. The red regions likely 
represent melt. The iSALE model treats melt as a hydrodynamic fluid and does not model 
partial melt. As a result, the collapse and flow of high temperature melt in the central 
uplift is similar to our results in Chapter 3. 
 
 
We plot a 420 km diameter impactor striking a 1740 km radius Moon with a 15 
km/s impact velocity in iSALE-3D (Figure 4.9). The impact angle is 30° from the 
horizon. We plot an isosurface (solid yellow surface) to represent the surface and the 
black space represents vacuum. We place Lagrangian tracers inside each cell. The tracers 
follow the velocity gradient of the material flow and represent the material inside the 
initial cell at t = 0s. We plot the tracers with color indicating initial location along the z-
axis. We place white arrows onto the figure to show the local motion of tracers around 
the arrow location. We will refer to motion to the left of the figure as downrange (in the 
direction of the impact velocity vector) and to the right as uprange. We assume the center 





Figure 4.8a) Tracers with initial depth between the surface (0km depth) and 50 km deep. 
 
Figure 4.8b) Tracers with initial depth below 50km into the mantle. 
 
Figure 4.8: Ejecta Distribution of a 200 km Diameter Impact into a Spherical Lunar 
Target  
We show the final tracer distribution found by ballistically propagating the tracers that 
represent ejecta. This figure shows results for a 200 km diameter impactor striking at 15 
km/s and 45° from the horizon. We plot the final location of each tracer in longitude and 




 We place the impactor directly above the topmost point of the Moon (Fig. 4.9a). 
The high obliquity and large scale of the impactor diameter causes shearing of the 
impactor (Fig. 4.9b). This is similar to the disruption of the projectile found in laboratory 
and numerical experiments for spheres of similar diameter and high impact angle 
obliquity, 42° and less for Mars (Schultz and Crawford, 2008). The impact excavates the 
lunar surface at depths up to 140 km (Fig. 4.9c). This leads to the formation of a transient 
crater (Fig. 4.9c). The material ejected outside the transient crater continues on parabolic 
trajectories towards the lunar surface. The transient crater collapses as material flows 
inward along the crater and upwards from below the crater and forms an uplift of material 
(Fig. 4.9d). The central uplift is asymmetric along the plane of the impact with a lower 
radial height (from the center of the Moon) downrange and a large radial height uprange 
(Fig. 4.9e). While the uplift is moving radially, a large volume of material moves inward 
towards the center of the crater (Fig. 4.9e). 
 At t = 2450 s (about 4 to 5 times the transient crater excavation timescale), the 
uplift collapses and the material in the uplift flows asymmetrically downrange and 
uprange onto the surface of material at this time (Fig. 4.9f). During this collapse, a large 
annulus of material below the surface continues to move inward (Fig. 4.9f). At more than 
10 minutes, the continuous ejecta deposits outside the transient crater and the material 
that was in the uplift is moves outwards in a large annulus that elongates into an elliptical 
shape with a greater volume downrange (Fig. 4.9g). Finally, the surface continues to 
relax as the uppermost material flows outward and the subsurface material flows inwards 
(Fig. 4.9h). The center of the crater continues moving radially up and down with respect 
to time, decreasing in amplitude, while the far-field ejecta lands and the mantle splash 




4.9a.) t = 0s     4.9b.) t = 100 s, impact sheared 
 
4.9c.) t = 500 s, transient crater opens 4.9d.) t = 1150 s, transient crater collapses 
 
4.9e.) t = 1550 s, central uplift collapses  4.9f.) t = 2450 s, uplift collapses, crust  






4.9g.) t = 3200 s, material from   4.9h.) t = 3550 s, crater relaxes, crust and 
central uplift moves outward.   mantle below the surface moves inward 
Figure 4.9: Evolution of Impactor and Target Tracers During Large Impact into 
Lunar Surface 
This figure illustrates the evolution of projectile and ejecta as a large impactor strikes a 
spherical lunar surface. The simulation depicts a 3D impact of a 420 km diameter 
projectile striking at 15 km/s and 30° into a 1740 km diameter lunar target. In each cell of 
side length 10 km, we place one tracer and color by initial height along the z-axis 
(vertical direction along the plane of impact) from the topmost point of the target body. 
Dark red tracers represent material closest to the point of impact while blue tracers are 
farthest from the point of impact in a vertical direction. The yellow isosurface represents 
the boundary between vacuum (the black region) and material of density larger than 600 
kg/m3. We place white arrows to highlight tracer motion. A large volume of the impactor 
shears against the lunar surface during contact and leaves orbit. The decoupling 
(Andrews-Hanna and Zuber, 2010) is due to the very low impact angle (30°) and the 




 In Figure 4.10a, we plot a 300 km diameter impactor striking a 1740 km radius 
Moon with a 15 km/s impact velocity in iSALE-3D. The impact angle is 45° from the 
horizon. We plot an isosurface (dark grey) to represent the interface between the 
outermost surface and vacuum (white region). We plot the temperature in the left panel. 
The dark blue is less than 300 K and dark red is greater than 1900 K. We plot the x-
component of the material velocity in the right panel. The dark blue is less than -400 m/s 
downrange and the dark red is greater than +400 m/s uprange.  
 The impact excavates a transient crater and propels ejecta ballistically (Fig. 
4.10b). The downrange ejecta has a blue color representing its motion away from the 
crater in the downrange direction, whereas the uprange crater rim is red as it moves away 
from the crater (Fig. 4.10b). The transient crater collapses and material flows 
asymmetrically, with respect to the plane of the impact, towards the center of the crater 
and forms a central uplift (Fig. 4.10c). The central uplift moves radially outward as 
downrange material continues to move towards the center of the crater (Fig. 4.10d). The 
uplift reaches a maximum radial distance before collapsing towards the surface (Fig. 
4.10e). An annulus of material moves inward to the center of the crater at this time as 
well (Fig. 4.10e), where the downrange material is red in the right panel and the uprange 
















































Figure 4.10e.) t = 1850 s, central uplift reaches maximum height and crust continues 
moving inward 
Figure 4.10: Comparison between Velocity of Material and Low Temperature 
Surface Material 
This figure illustrates the evolution of the cool, mechanically strong, "crust" of dunite 
near the surface as the crater opens and collapses. This simulation depicts a 15 CPPR 
oblique impact at 15 km/s and 45° from the horizon striking a 1740 km diameter lunar 
target. The grey surface represents the isosurface boundary between the outermost 
material and vacuum (white region). The left panel depicts temperature from 300 K (dark 
blue) to 1900 K (dark red). The right panel depicts the x-component of the velocity along 
the horizontal direction of the plane of impact. The velocity scale ranges from -400 m/s 
(blue, in the downrange direction) and +400 m/s (dark red, in the uprange direction). We 
add blue and white arrows to describe vertical motion and the motion of material along 




 We compare the 30° and 45° impact angles for a 200 km diameter impactor (Fig. 
4.11a). The simulations are identical except for the impact angle. The transient crater for 
the 30° impact is shallow and wider than the 45° impact (Fig. 4.11b). The 45° impact 
imparts more momentum and energy in the radial direction into the surface of the Moon 
whereas the impactor in the 30° impact angle case is shears and transfers more 
momentum in the downrange direction. The ejecta blanket in the 30° case has more 
downrange momentum as well, and the ejected material begins landing near the transient 
crater earlier (Fig. 4.11b and 4.11c). When the transient crater collapses, material flows 
along the crater and creates a central uplift that is asymmetric in the plane of the impact. 
The 30° angle case (right panel, Fig. 4.11c) has an uplift that peaks further downrange 





4.11a) t = 0 s 
 
4.11b) t = 500 s, transient crater forms 
 






Figure 4.11: Comparison of Identical Impacts at Two Different Impact Angles 
We show the evolution of two oblique impacts in 3D with 10 CPPR. We simulate a 200 
km diameter impactor striking a 1740 km radius Moon with a 15 km/s impact velocity in 
iSALE-3D. The impact angle is 45° (left panel) and 30° (right panel) from the horizon. 
We plot an isosurface (dark grey) to represent the interface between the surface and 
vacuum (white region). We plot the temperature in both panels. The dark blue represents 
temperatures less than 300 K and dark red for temperatures greater than 1900 K. The red 
regions likely represent melt. The iSALE model treats melt as a hydrodynamic fluid and 
does not model partial melt. As a result, the collapse and flow of high temperature melt in 




Figure 4.12  SP-A Impact Ejected Upper Mantle Material 
 
We plot the material ejected beyond the current SP-A basin topographic ridge (~1250 
km) as a volume fraction of material below a given initial depth. We define the volume 
fraction as the volume ejected at or above a given initial provenance depth divided by the 
total volume of ejecta that lands beyond 1250 km. This plot is for a 15 km/s impact 
velocity at 45° for a 300 km diameter impactor. SP-A is the largest basin on Moon, hence 
it excavated most deeply and ejected the deepest material found on the surface of the 
Moon. More than 50% of material ejected beyond a distance of 1250 km from the basin 





4.13a) t = 0 s       4.13b) t = 600 s 
 
 
4.13c) t = 1600 s      4.13d) t = 2500 s 
 
 
4.13e) t = 3000 s     4.13f) t = 4300 s 
 
Figure 4.13:  Motion of material with initial depth <300 km. 
We illustrate the evolution of mantle material as the crater opens and collapses. The black 
circle represents the 200 km diameter impactor striking at 15 km/s and a 45° angle from 
the horizon (down and to the left). We plot only the tracers along the plane of impact to 
simplify the complexity of viewing a 3D simulation. We color the tracers by their initial 
depth, found by subtracting the initial radial location of each tracer from the lunar radius, 
1740 km. We add black arrows to show the direction of motion of tracers near the arrows. 
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420 30 15 10 1100 90 15,900 55,500 0.41 
420 45 15 10 1600 180 119,000 81,400 3.10 
420 60 15 10 2000 210 97,600 72,500 2.50 
300 30 15 10 950 75.0 68,700 12.500 4.80 
300 45 15 10 1100 140 129,000 65,300 9.10 
300 60 15 10 1160 165 148,000 78,000 10.6 
200 45 15 10 850 100 38,000 14,000 9.10 
200 60 15 10 950 135 52,000 25,400 12.4 
 
 
4.3.3 Volume of Ejecta Beyond the Transient Crater Radius 
 The basin-forming impacts eject a volume, between 3 and 9 times the impactor 
volume, beyond the transient crater (Figure 4.12, Table 4.4). In Figure 4.12, we show the 
volume fraction of the ejecta that is at the specific depth or below. This volume depends 
upon the impactor diameter, velocity, and angle. Larger and highly oblique impactors 
impacting into a spherical body decouple from the impact and reduce the cratering 
efficiency (Collins et al., 2013; Andrews-Hanna and Zuber, 2010) and result in a transient 
crater smaller than expected from previous studies of impacts into flat surfaces. 
 We plot the evolution of the mantle tracers in Figure 4.13. Here we color the 
tracers, initially along the plane of the impact, by their initial depth from the surface (blue 
is 0 km depth and dark red is 300 km radial depth below the surface). At t = 0 seconds, 
the black circle shows where the 200 km diameter impactor strikes the Moon (Figure 
4.13a). As the transient crater opens, the ejecta curtain is asymmetrically oriented 
downrange due to the obliquity of the impact (Figure 4.13b). Inside the ejecta curtain, we 
can see variations in the color of the tracers from dark blue to light blue (Figure 4.13b), 
this is consistent with the way ejecta forms inside the ejecta curtain. The fastest material 
originates from closer to the surface (dark blue) and thus leads the foremost part of the 
expanding ejecta blanket (Figure 4.13b). As the crater collapses, a large central uplift 
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forms (Figure 4.13c) that has a radial height around 400 km. This is in stark contrast to 
the exaggerated central uplifts found in 2D axi-symmetric hydrocode models (Potter et 
al., 2012; Johnson, et al., 2016; Kendall and Melosh, 2016). 
 As the central dome collapses onto the surface (Figure 4.13d), the excavated 
mantle splashes onto the ejecta blanket in the downrange direction and a smaller amount 
in the uprange direction (Figure 4.13e). Finally, after 4300 seconds the basin begins to 
slowly relax and we see a large volume of mantle uplift underneath the basin as well as a 
thick 80 km cool crust in the downrange direction that is in the shape of an asymmetric 
annular bulge centered about the basin (Figure 4.13f). 
 An interesting result of Figure 4.13 is the inward migration of the ejecta blanket 
after the mantle uplift collapses. The inward motion of material underneath the ejecta 
blanket drives it inward (Figure 4.13c) however once the mantle uplift collapses onto the 
ejecta blanket, it is held in place between two layers of denser material (Figure 4.13e). 
The same inward migration happens in the uprange direction but to an order of magnitude 
less. We note here that the collapse of the mantle uplift and the inward migration of the 
crust are heavily dependent upon the thermal gradient of the target prior to the impact 
(Johnson et al., 2016). We use a simple thermal gradient for this Chapter, as our primary 
concern was the ejecta, which does not rely upon the thermal gradient as much as the 
collapsing crater. 
For Figure 4.14, we determine the topography contours of the ejecta blanket 
thickness for three impacts. In the analysis of the tracer data, we rotate the point of 
impact to be consistent with the present location of the SP-A basin (Figure 4.14). We 
perform the rotation by mirroring the z-axis data, downward becomes upward along the 
colatitudes and the longitude centers on the lunar farside. 
Figure 4.14a and 4.14b illustrate a 30° impact angle with a 300 km and 420 km 
diameter impactor respectively. In both cases, the ejecta blanket covers the farside. The 
ejecta pattern for the more oblique, 30°, angles result in an assymetric distribution 
downrange along with a decrease in ejecta directly downrange in comparison to the 60° 
impact (Figure 4.14c). The 420 km diameter case involves a complete disruption of the 
impactor in Figure 4.14b and a partial disruption of the impactor in Figure 4.14c. Despite 
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the asymmetries due to the impact angle, the ejecta blanket thicknesses (Figure 4.14a-c) 
are consistent with the observed topographic high along the northern ridge of the SP-A 
basin and may help explain the multi-spectral reflectance results found in this region 
(Lucey et al., 2014). 
A less likely basin-forming impact is the disruptive 420 km diameter impactor 
(Figure 4.14b). The ejecta from this impact would cover the entirety of the lunar farside 
with a blanket thickness of 6 km up to 30 km near the current observed SP-A topographic 
ridge. A more likely scenario would be a more oblique impact that decouples the larger 
impactor and results in less kinetic energy and momentum imparted into the surface (i.e. 
reduced cratering efficiency). Such an impact scenario may require a lower impact 








Figure 4.14: Ejecta Blanket Thickness Across Entire Moon 
We plot the ejecta blanket thickness for three impacts, between 300 and 420 km diameter 
and 30° and 60°, using a Mollweide projection. The longitude is centered on the lunar 
farside with lines every 30°. The colatitude is marked every 15°. We vary the contours 
from 1 km (dark blue) to >7 km (dark red). We center the data on the SP-A basin with the 
longitude centered along the farside. 
 
 
4.3.4 Ejecta Blanket Thickness and Geometry 
Figures 4.14-18 show the ejecta thickness of lunar material on the farside for 
varying impact diameter with a 15 km/s velocity and 45° impact angle. The ejected 
material originates from as deep as the upper mantle (Fig. 4.15d-e, Fig. 4.16b-c, Fig. 
4.17b-c, and Table 4.4). The ejecta thicknesses range from 0.01 km (dark blue) to more 
than 18 km (red). The oblique impact angle creates an asymmetric ejecta distribution with 
the majority of ejecta mass in the downrange direction (lunar farside) and a zone of 
avoidance uprange (towards the current south pole and nearside). In our simulations, we 
find the distribution of ejecta varies with impactor angle and diameter.  
 The geometry of the ejecta blanket depends upon the impact angle and impactor 
diameter. The impact angle determines the amount of downrange momentum imparted 
into the ejecta curtain and the vertical component results in momentum coupling into the 
crater itself. With increasing obliquity, the impact causes more downrange momentum 
and ejecta displacement. This does not imply a larger ejecta volume but instead the 
geometry of the 30° oblique impact covers more of the farside (Figure 4.14). 
4.3.5 Ejecta blanket distribution relative to provenance depth 
While the maximum depth of excavation, we also want to determine where this 
material lands on the lunar surface. Specifically, the location of likely mantle material is 
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important to determining the composition of the upper mantle. Thus, we determine the 
location of the excavated material dependent upon its initial depth. We place the tracers 
into bins of 20 km initial depths  
 
 
4.15a) All ejecta (0 km < Dprov < 100 km)  4.15b) 0 km < Dprov < 30 km 
 







4.15e) 80 km < Dprov < 100 km 
 
Figure 4.15: Contour map of the initial ejecta blanket thickness (before horizontal 
ejecta sliding) for a 200 km Diameter Impactor 
We plot the ejecta thickness of tracers corresponding with different provenance depths 
(Dprov). We calculate the contour map of the initial ejecta blanket thickness (before 
horizontal ejecta sliding) from the SP-A basin forming impact in orthographic projection. 
Results shown are for a 200 km diameter impactor traveling at 15 km/s striking at a 45° 
angle relative to the horizon. We center the orthographic projection at the SP-A basin 
center at latitude 60° south. We plot dashed lines to show longitude every 30° and 
latitude every 15°. The simulation uses a 10 km cell size and 10 cells per projectile radius 





4.16a) All ejecta (0 km < Dprov  < 140 km)  4.16b) 50 km < Dprov < 80 km 
 
4.16c) 80 km < Dprov < 140 km 
 
Figure 4.16: Contour map of the initial ejecta blanket thickness (before horizontal 
ejecta sliding) for a 300 km Diameter Impactor 
We plot the ejecta thickness of tracers corresponding with different provenance depths 
(Dprov). We calculate the contour map of the initial ejecta blanket thickness (before 
horizontal ejecta sliding) from the SP-A basin forming impact in orthographic projection. 
Results shown are for a 300 km diameter impactor traveling at 15 km/s striking at a 45° 
angle relative to the horizon. We center the orthographic projection at the SP-A basin 
center at latitude 60° south. We plot dashed lines to show longitude every 30° and 
latitude every 15°. The simulation uses a 10 km cell size and 15 CPPR. The black circle 




4.17a) All ejecta (0 km < Dprov  < 180 km)  4.17b) 50 km < Dprov < 80 km 
 
4.17c) 80 km < Dprov < 180 km 
 
Figure 4.17: Contour map of the initial ejecta blanket thickness (before horizontal 
ejecta sliding) for a 420 km Diameter Impactor 
We plot the ejecta thickness of tracers corresponding with different provenance depths 
(Dprov). We calculate the contour map of the initial ejecta blanket thickness (before 
horizontal ejecta sliding) from the SP-A basin forming impact in orthographic projection. 
Results shown are for a 420 km diameter impactor traveling at 15 km/s striking at a 45° 
angle relative to the horizon. We center the orthographic projection at the SP-A basin 
center at latitude 60° south. We plot dashed lines to show longitude every 30° and 





The impact that creates the SP-A basin excavates upper mantle material and 
deposits it beyond the final crater rim. The initial depth of the ejecta, primarily upper 
mantle material, is important to understanding the composition of the ejecta blanket on 
the farside and requires further consideration. The ejecta blanket produced by a 420 km 
diameter impactor (Table 4.3 and 4.4) includes material as deep as ~150 km. Limits on 
the size of impactor required to eject mantle material beyond a 2500 km diameter crater 
rim depends upon the crust thickness. While a 150 km diameter impactor may not 
excavate below the crust, a 300 km or larger impactor will result in excavation depths 
greater than 75.4 km, well below the Moon's crust (Table 4.3). Because SP-A is the 
largest basin on the Moon, it excavated most deeply and ejected the deepest material 
found on the surface of the Moon.  
 
 4.4.1 Ballistic emplacement and sliding of ejecta 
Although not included in these simulations, a realistic treatment of SP-A ejecta 
emplacement should include the horizontal velocity component of impacting ejecta after 
it lands (Oberbeck, 1975). Here we model 1012 m3 volumes ejected onto the lunar farside 
without considering subsequent spreading. Fassett et al. (2012) show ejecta emplacement 
from Orientale displays negligible sliding. This implies ballistically emplaced ejecta are a 
reasonable assumption for our results. The inclusion of a ballistic sedimentation model 
(with horizontal ejecta sliding) and loading of ejecta material on the farside is required to 
apply our results to the center of mass and center of figure offset. Further, a full 
exploration of the impact parameter space is required to find an impact whose ejecta 
distribution best agrees with the current farside topography. A future study applying mass 
loading to our work here will allow the calculation of farside topography that best fits the 
rotation of the Moon (i.e. true polar wander) and offset between COM and COF due to 






4.4.2  Isostatic adjustment of ejecta blanket and mantle slush 
 Wieczorek et al (2013) crustal thickness model predicts a crust thickness that is 
similar in the downrange and uprange direction. We do not see this in the 3D hydrocode 
models of oblique impacts. Instead, we see larger crustal thickening in the downrange 
direction in comparison to the uprange direction. We see a crust thickening of 60-80 km 
(doubling the initial crust thickness), along the plane of impact, in the downrange 
direction that decreases rapidly in the radial direction with increasing distance from the 
transient crater. In the uprange direction, the crust thickening is on the order of 30-50 km 
(a small increase in comparison to the crustal doubling in the downrange direction). The 
asymmetry of the crustal thickening is due to the asymmetry in the continuous ejecta 
deposition and crater excavation. The loading of the thickened crust onto a denser mantle 
and the subsequent loading of a ~10 kilometer thick mantle slush results in isostatic 
adjustment of ~5-6 km that would agree with the topographic elevation along the 
northern region of the SP-A basin. 
 
4.4.3 Applications to gravity observations: Role of the Impactor and Fate of a 
differentiated iron core 
The ~200 km diameter asteroid that forms the SP-A basin was likely a 
differentiated body (Kendall and Melosh, 2016; Wieczorek and Stewart, 2012). This 
implies the impactor contains both a metallic core and a silicate mantle, as we show in 
Chapter 3. The SP-A basin-forming model we present in Chapter 4 assumes the impactor 
is a homogeneous impactor made of dunite. Other impact models for the SP-A forming 
impact assume the impactor is homogeneous as well (Potter et al., 2012), whereas 
Wieczorek and Stewart 2012 explore the consequences of a differentiated iron core inside 
the impactor with respect to magnetic anomalies. The density gradient between the 
asteroid's denser metallic core and the silicate lunar crust and mantle is likely to play an 
important role in the material flow within the basin. As we show in Chapter 3 for similar 
impact parameters, the iron core survives the impact and disperses over a region 
downrange of the point of the impact. There has been evidence for the existence of a 
mass anomaly beneath the SP-A basin (James et al., 2015). Using GRAIL and LOLA 
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observations, James et al. found mass concentrations beneath the SP-A basin. These mass 
concentrations represent a volume of mass beneath the basin that is of the same order of 
magnitude as the mass of a 100 km diameter iron core (James et al., 2015; Peter B. 
James, personal communication, March 17, 2015). Alternatively, the mass anomalies 
found by James et al. may be due to mantle uplift from the basin formation instead of the 
metallic core of the projectile (James et al., 2015). We show in Figure 4.18 the 
distribution of tracers representing an iron core for a likely SP-A basin forming impact. 
We assume an asteroid with a 200 km diameter dunite mantle and a 100 km diameter iron 
core. The asteroid strikes the lunar surface at 45° from the horizon and 11.5 km/s. The 
blue dots represent the tracers initially inside the iron core of the impactor and the red 
dots represent the final locations of the tracers after three hours (Figure 4.18). The core 
disperses downrange from the point of impact into two primary regions. Around 30% of 
the core disperses into a 700 km by 1000 km region further downrange than the other 
concentration of iron. The second region containing 70% of the core near the point of 
impact spans a region 500 km by 700 km (Figure 4.18). The two regions correlate well 
with the positive mass anomalies found by James et al. (2015), where regions of positive 
mass downrange and uprange of the center of the basin were found from GRAIL and 









Figure 4.18: Post-Impact Dispersion of Impactor Iron Core for 45° oblique impact: 
Likely source of mass anomaly below SP-A basin 
 
We illustrate the initial iron core tracers (blue stars) at the point of impact with the 
locations of the same tracers (red stars) after crater collapse. A 200 km diameter asteroid 
with a 100 km diameter iron core strikes a surface with 11.5 km/s at 45° from the 
horizon. The positive vertical axis represents the downrange direction with respect to the 
impact direction. The red stars show two regions of iron core masses downrange of the 
point of impact. Assuming the basin center is between the two regions of red stars, then 
30% of the iron core is downrange of the basin center and 70% of the core is around the 
center and uprange. The distribution correlates with the integration of the mantle mass 
anomalies found by James et al. (2015) that gives a mass on the order of the impacting 




4.4.4 Transient Crater Diameter and Final Basin Size 
 Recent iSALE-2D studies determined a best fit to SP-A basin rims with a 150 km 
and 200 km diameter vertical impactor (Potter et al., 2012). The associated transient 
crater diameters were between 850 km and 950 km (Potter et al., 2012). Unlike simple 
craters, the collapse of a basin's transient crater leads to slumping and large-scale inflow 
of the ejecta curtain and crust (Ivanov et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 2016). Therefore, a 
transient crater of order 900 km eventaully leads to a 2000 km diameter basin structure 
once topographic uplift results in topographic ridges near the basin. For our study, we 
find the 200 km striking at 45° provides a best fit to the topographic high north of SP-A 
basin and in agreement with crater scaling of the vertical best fit from Potter et al. (2012). 
 
4.4.5 Transient Crater Ellipticity and Relationship to Elliptical Basins 
 The relationship between impact obliquity and basin eccentricity is unknown. A 
model for the impact "footprint" assumes the oblique angle distributes the momentum 
downrange prior to the expansion of the transient crater spherically from the ellipse 
(Andrews-Hanna and Zuber, 2010). This model allows large impactor-
impacts to create elliptical craters at large impact angles. For flat surfaces, the critical 
impact angle for elliptical crater onset is 10° or less. However, the curvature of the target 
changes the excavation flow and the interaction between the impactor and the target 
surface. Previous iSALE-3D modeling of oblique impacts wi
transient craters did not become elliptical until angles close to the critical angle for flat 
decouples from the 
target and affects the transient crater dimensions. This numerical model result is counter 
to the analytical model described above (Andrews-Hanna and Zuber, 2010; Collins et al., 
2013). One explanation is that the previous iSALE-3D models used the same density for 
the target and impactor, whereas the experimental results and analytic model assume the 
impactor and target do not share the same density. In our models, we do not see elliptical 
transient craters for 45° impacts until the 420 km diameter impactor decouples from the 
target, and elongates the transient crater downrange. At 30°, the transient crater exhibits 
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small amounts of ellipticity, 1.05 to 1.1 for 200 and 300 km respectively. In comparison, 
the SP-A basin exhibits an ellipticity of ~1.35 (Garrick-Bethell and Zuber, 2009). 
4.5. Conclusions 
 The South Pole-Aitken basin is the largest observable impact structure on the 
Moon. The 2500 km diameter SP-A basin was likely formed by a 200 km diameter 
asteroid striking at an oblique angle, giving the basin its elliptical shape. The current 
orientation of the basin suggests the impactor traveled from south to north at an angle 
from the horizon of 30° to 45°. Since impacts excavate material from below the surface 
and SP-A is the largest observable impact on the Moon, SP-A probed deeper into the 
mantle than any basin and its ejecta contain the deepest-seated material on the surface of 
the Moon. 
 We simulated the SP-A basin forming impact using the iSALE-3D hydrocode. 
We modeled a spherical Moon with high-resolution cells. We completed simulations 
using 200 to 420 km diameter impactors with a 15 km/s impact velocity and 30°, 45°, and 
60° oblique angles. Lagrangian tracer particles represented the ejected material and 
tracked the provenance and trajectories of ejecta. The mode results show SP-A excavated 
the upper mantle of the Moon to depths greater than 50 km, implying upper mantle 
material is excavated by a SP-A basin-forming impact. We calculated maximum 
excavation depths of material ejected beyond the SP-A basin transient crater rim of 105 
km and 145 km for impactors of 200 and 300 km diameter respectively at 45°. 
 We determined the thickness and original depth of the debris deposited for each 
extend mainly downrange from the basin rim:  
little is deposited uprange due to the obliquity of the impact. There is an inverse 
relationship between the range of the ejecta and its initial depth (Table 4.3, Figures 4.15-
17). Crustal material (<50 km depth) travels farthest and blankets the largest area of the 
farside. Upper mantle material (>50 km depth) occupies a distorted annulus downrange 
of the transient crater rim. The ejecta volume and area decrease with increasing 
excavation depth. We find that the debris underlying the lunar farside highlands mainly 




rim. The ejecta blanket that forms near the collapsing transient crater will migrate 
inwards, similar to the inward motion of crustal material for other basin scale impacts 
(Figure 4.13). This will drive the cool, lower density thickened crust into a region of 
denser and warmer mantle material. The resulting isostatic adjustment is likely on the 
order of 5 to 6 km which matches well with the maximum topography near the 
topographic ridge of the SP-A basin. Interior to the topographic high, the basin fills with 
hot and dense mantle material that will result in a topographic depression over time. 
 In this chapter, we have shown the ejecta from a SP-A basin-forming impact 
cover the farside. The volume of ejecta is a dominant source of the underlying material of 
the farside highlands. This implies the large craters north of the basin likely excavate the 
emplaced ejecta from the SP-A basin-forming impact. The northern region of the SP-A 
basin provides the best likelihood of encountering upper mantle and lower crust material 
during sample return missions. 
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 The simultaneous impact of two objects at close distances often leads to the 
formation of doublet craters, in which two craters imprint upon each other to form unique 
patterns such as a dumbbell shape or asymmetric elliptical crater (Oberbeck et al., 1972; 
Oberbeck and Morrison, 1973a, 1973b). Craters dominate the lunar surface due to 
meteorites striking the surface and creating primary craters, but also the subsequent ejecta 
from primary craters can create secondary craters. The preponderance of secondary 
craters statistically leads to the occurrence of doublet craters, formed by the near 
simultaneous impact of two projectiles. Swarms of ejecta strike the planetary body and 
doublet craters are common within crater ray fields (Oberbeck and Morrison, 1973b). 
Binary asteroids also lead to double crater formation. Due to the number of binary 
asteroids within the asteroid population, the formation of doublet craters is common on 
the Moon, Mars, Venus, and the Earth (Miljkovic et al., 2013). 
 The ejection of boulders from primary craters often results in secondary craters 
and in some instances crater rays, which consist of chains of secondary craters in a close 
cluster along a radial direction from the primary crater. Within the crater rays, the 
clustering of craters increases the likelihood of a doublet crater formation. Along with the 
doublet craters, groups of V-shaped ridges, or herringbone patterns, appear astride double 
craters (Oberbeck and Morrison, 1973b). Early observations noted doublet craters on 
both the Moon and Mars (Oberbeck and Aoyagi, 1972). The first hypothesis for the 
formation of herringbone features proposed erosion from a hypersonic gas flow 
originating from primary crater (O'Keefe et al., 1969). Later, studies of the rays of 
Copernicus hypothesized a possible formation mechanism involving deposition (Guest 
and Murray, 1971). Another hypothesis remarked that the herringbone patterns and the 
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V-shaped ridges correlate with secondary craters; however, they assume the patterns 
resulted from the interaction between molten primary ejecta, gases, and the ejecta from 
secondary craters (Schultz, 1972). Instead, laboratory cratering experiments with simple 
rifles showed the collision of the ejecta curtains within close proximity created V-shaped 
patterns (Oberbeck et al., 1972; Oberbeck and Morrison, 1973a, 1973b). The laboratory 
experiments and lunar and Mars observations of the herringbone patterns provide a useful 
metric to determine how primary ejecta form secondary craters, and how secondary 
craters affect the regolith (Oberbeck and Morrison, 1973b). 
 Observations of the lunar surface dating back to the Ranger mission (Kuiper, 
1965) detected lunar boulders strewn about the lunar surface. The subsequent Surveyor 
missions also found debris in the form of meter scale fragments or boulders (Shoemaker 
and Morris, 1970). Though witnessed in person by Apollo 11 (Hess and Calio, 1969), the 
size-distribution of these boulders remained unobserved. The majority of boulders 
discovered on the Moon resulted from meteorite impacts ejecting the boulders onto the 
Moon's surface (Shoemaker, 1965). The speed at which these boulders eject from 
primary craters depends upon the primary crater (Vickery, 1986; 1987). The ejection 
velocity determines whether the boulders will land intact or form secondary craters, when 
velocities exceed speeds of order ~100 m/s (Oberbeck et al., 1972; Oberbeck and 
Morrison, 1973; Melosh, 1984, 1989). An impressive analysis of boulder distances, 
regolith depths, and ejection velocities found estimates of fragment size distributions 
(Bart and Melosh, 2007, 2010a, 2010b). 
 This chapter represents a first step towards a numerical model capable of 
modeling secondary doublet craters in the iSALE-3D hydrocode. Previous experiments 
concluded that the distance between craters and the timing of the uprange and downrange 
impacts strongly affect the V-shaped ridge angles, whereas the impact velocity plays a 
negligible role (Oberbeck and Morrison, 1973b). We base our impact model on the 
Oberbeck and Morrison (1973b) experiments of two projectiles striking a surface a few 
impactor diameters apart and at speeds (vimp = ~1 km/s) comparable to the boulders that 
create secondary craters. Previous numerical modeling focuses on the formation of crater 
rays (Shuvalov, 2012) and primary doublet craters from binary asteroids (Miljkovic et al., 
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2013). An impact into a pre-existing crater focuses the shock wave along the sloped free 
surface of the cratered and sloped topography (Shuvalov, 2012). The shock wave 
focusing expulses rays of material in radial directions away from the primary crater 
(Shuvalov, 2012). These radial strings of ejecta form crater rays. Within these crater rays, 
studies determined boulders, on the scale of 100s of meters with velocities of 1 to 2 km/s 
and an assumed 45° ejection angle, created the clusters of secondary craters, (Bart and 
Melosh, 2010a).  
 
5.2 Methods 
In Section 5.2.1, we use iSALE-3D to model high-resolution doublet craters. We 
utilize these models to understand the formation of ejecta blankets for doublet craters. As 
the impact occurs, the ejecta curtains interact between the opening craters. We track this 
material using Lagrangian tracers (Section 5.2.2) and follow the ballistic trajectory 
emplacement, we determine the ejecta blanket thickness outside of the crater rim and 
ejecta provenance (Section 5.2.4). 
 
5.2.1 iSALE-3D Hydrocode Model 
We simulate the impact and ejecta with the iSALE shock physics code 
(Wünnemann et al., 2006; Collins et al., 2004; Elbeshausen et al., 2009; Elbeshausen et 
al., 2011), an extension of the SALE hydrocode (Amsden et al., 1980; Ivanov et al., 1997; 
Melosh et al., 1992). The iSALE code uses an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation 
given by Harlow and Amsden, 1971 (Harlow and Amsden, 1971; Hirt et al., 1974; 
Elbeshausen et al., 2009, 2012; Elbeshausen and Wünnemann, 2011). A volume-of-fluid 
technique reconstructs interfaces between materials and the free surface within each cell 
(Hirt and Nichols, 1981; Gueyffier et al., 1999; Benson, 2002; Elbeshausen and 
Wünnemann, 2011, Elbeshausen, 2012). Previous studies validated the iSALE code 
against comparable hydrocodes, cratering observations, and laboratory experiments 
(Pierazzo et al., 2008; Davison et al., 2011; Elbeshausen, 2012). 
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Our model Moon consists of a flat half-space dunite target surface with a surface 
gravity of 1.62 m/s2. For our model, dunite serves as a proxy for  
composition (Benz et al., 1989; Pierazzo et al., 1997), and the equation of state is well 
defined within the iSALE ANEOS library (see Figure 2.1 in Chapter 2). The impactors, 
two homogeneous spheres of dunite, collide with the Moon at 1 km/s (Oberbeck and 
Morrison, 1973b). For simplicity, we choose dunite for the impactors to minimize the 
computation time. We vary impact angle between 45° and 90°, and we use an impactor 
diameter of 500 m. The model uses a rock strength model (Collins et al. 2004). We 
summarize the impact model description and material models in Table 5.1 and 5.2. 
The simulations employ a high-resolution Eulerian grid with 25 m square cubes in 
three-dimensional (3D) simulations, corresponding to 10 cells per projectile radius 
(CPPR). The inner high-resolution zone includes the impact site and adjacent areas where 
-resolution zone consists 
of 310 by 125 by 160 cells in the 3D simulations (Table 5.2). The mesh extends outside 
the area of interest with a low-resolution zone. This mesh extension allows the passage 
and dissipation of the shock wave. The low-resolution mesh consists of 50 cells in each 
direction increasing in scale with distance from the point of impact. We assume bilateral 
symmetry along the plane of the impact. The symmetry plane is a free-slip boundary. The 
bottom of the mesh is a no-slip boundary, and the remaining four boundaries are outflow 
boundaries. 
 In iSALE-3D, we use a half-space Eulerian mesh to save computation time and 
memory (Figure 5.1). The mesh does not move in space. Instead, material moves through 
the mesh. In 3D simulations, we assume the impact is symmetric along the direction of 
the impact. A typical simulation in parallel takes between 7 and 20 days depending upon 
the number of cells and size scale relative to sound speed. The boundary along the plane 
-
n). The boundary conditions at the outer edges of the mesh allow 
 The bottom of the mesh is a "no-slip" 
boundary condition in which material does not move along the boundary. At each 
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boundary, we place lower resolution extensional zones to propagate the shock wave away 
from the craters. 
 
5.2.2 Lagrangian tracers and Ejecta Model 
 We place Lagrangian tracers, which track the motion of a parcel of material 
through the Eulerian mesh, in the center of each cell of the simulation space (Figure 
5.12a). We treat these tracers as proxies for the ejected mass from the impact, with each 
tracer representing a volume of 15,625 m3 (determined by the cell size, d0, of the 
simulation, i.e. 253 m3). We track the tracer trajectories and determine the locations 
where they ballistically emplace onto the lunar surface (Figure 5.2b). 
5.2.3 Determining topography 
 We calculate the topography by finding the uppermost cell with material inside 
each vertical cell column. This gives the height above or below the initial surface for the 
boundary between solid material (density greater than 1000 kg/m3) and vacuum. When 
the ejecta curtain expands, we determine the topography value along the ejecta curtain 
rather than the surface beneath. This method allows us to look at the opening craters and 




5.1a) t = 0.00 s    5.1b) t = 2.50 s 
 
  
5.1c) t = 15.00 s    5.1d) t = 50.00 s 
 
Figure 5.1: Mesh Geometry and Crater Evolution 
 
We show a pair of impactors striking a lunar surface at the same time. The grey 
isosurface represents the uppermost lunar surface. We place the 500 m impactors at an 
initial distance of 2,000 m (four time the impactor diameters). The asteroids, made of 
dunite, strike the dunite surface with a 1 km/s impact velocity and 90° from the horizon. 
The symmetry plane, along the plane of the impact, bisects the centers of both impactors. 
Here we plot the mirror surface along with the half-space in order to show the full crater. 




5.2a) t = 21.00 s, Tracers represent ejecta. The ejecta curtains interact. 
 
5.2b) t = 57.00 s, Tracers land along the ridge. 
Figure 5.2: Determination of Tracer Trajectories and Ridge Provenance 
 
We illustrate the trajectories of individual tracers as the crater opens. Each dot represents 
one tracer initially in a cell along the top 150 m of surface material. We plot Figure 5.2a 
at the same perspective shown in Figure 5.1. In Figure 5.2b, the tracers land along the 
surface, viewed from a top-down perspective above the surface. The tracers lie in one-
half of the surface because we model a half-space and use symmetry to reduce 
computation time.  
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Table 5.1  iSALE-3D material input parameters (iSALE-Chicxulub release) 
 
Description  Value for Projectile and 
Lunar Mantle 
Equation of State ANEOS Dunitea 
Melting Temperature 1373 K 
Poisson's ratio 0.25 
Thermal Softening Parameterb 1.1 
Simon A parameterb 1520 MPa 
Simon B parameterb 4.05 
Cohesion (undamaged)c 5.07 MPa 
Cohesion (damaged)c 0.01 MPa 
Frictional Coeff. (undamaged)c 1.58 
Frictional Coeff. (damaged)c 0.63 
Strength at Infinite Pressurec 3.26 GPa 
aSee (Benz et al., 1989). 
bSee (Wunnemann et al. 2004; Ohnaka, 1995) for a thermal softening model description 
within iSALE. 
cSee (Collins et al., 2004) for the pressure and damage dependent strength model 




Table 5.2  iSALE-3D model description (iSALE-Chicxulub release) 
 
Parameter description  Value 
Number of high resolution cells in x-direction 310 
Number of high resolution cells in y-direction 125 
Number of high resolution cells in z-direction 160 
Cell size in x-direction 25 m 
Cell size in y-direction 25 m 
Cell size in z-direction 25 m 
Physical dimension of entire mesh, x-direction -9.0 km to +8.85 km 
Physical dimension of entire mesh, y-direction 0 km to 5.6 km 
Physical dimension of entire mesh, z-direction -6.6 km to +3.0 km 
Surface Temperature 300 K 
Surface gravitational acceleration 1.622  
Projectile Diameter 500 m (10 CPPR) 
Impact Velocity 1 km/s 
Impact Angle 90°, 60°, 45°, and 30°  
Impactor Spatial Offset 2000 m and 1000 m 
Impact Time Offset (Vertical Offset) 0 to 2 seconds (0 to 2000 m) 





In Figure 5.3, we demonstrate two 500 m diameter dunite impactors striking a flat 
dunite surface at 1 km/s and 90° from the horizon. The two impactors strike at the same 
time at a distance of 2 km from their centers. The impactors start above the surface (Fig. 
5.3a). At t = 2.50 seconds, both craters open at the same rate (Fig. 5.3b), shown by the 
dark blue color for depths up to 300 m below the surface. Figure 5.3c shows the opening 
craters and ejecta curtains begin to overlie and interact. The ejecta interferes and the 
momentum diverts along a perpendicular direction near the x = 0 plane (Fig. 5.3d-e). As 
the ejecta blanket falls to the surface, the ejected material covers a radial distance of one 
crater diameter beyond the crater rim. The craters develop a final diameter of 3600 m and 
1950 m, in the parallel and transverse directions respectively (Table 5.3). The ridge 
contains tracers whose provenance depth ranges from 0 m to 125 m in initial depth (Table 
5.3). 
 We model the same impactors as Figure 5.3, but we offset the time of impact by 1 
second (Figure 5.4). We place the right projectile 1 km above the surface, and it does not 
strike the surface until t = 1 s. The left projectile starts at the surface (Figure 5.4a). Both 
500 m diameter dunite impactors travel in the vertical direction (into the page along the 
z-axis) with impact velocity of 1 km/s. As the craters begin to open (Figure 5.4b), the left 
crater opens one second ahead of the right crater. This leads to the left crater pushing into 
the right crater (Figure 5.4c) and the ejecta curtain of the left crater progresses beyond the 
ejecta curtain of the right crater (Figure 5.4d). We begin to see an excess of momentum in 
the positive x-direction (to the right) as the ejecta curtains interact (Figure 5.4d). As the 
ejecta lands around the craters, the momentum diverts the ejecta of both craters outward 
in a perpendicular direction along the x = 0 line (Figure 5.4e). However, unlike Figure 
5.3e where the ejecta appear symmetric, the ejecta of Figure 5.4e show signs of a V-
shape beginning to form, pointing to the right (Figure 5.4e). We report a crater diameter 
of 1925 m in Table 5.3. The provenance of ejecta in the ridge is between 0 m and 150 m 














































5.3e) t = 55.00 s, ejecta curtain lands and forms ridges near the x = 0 line 
Figure 5.3: Evolution of Doublet Crater for Vertical Impacts at Same Time 
This figure illustrates two 500 m diameter dunite impactors striking a flat dunite surface 
at 1 km/s and 90° from the horizon. The two impactors strike at the same time at a 
distance of 2 km from their centers. The figure shows a top-down perspective of the 
simulation. The half-space in the simulation is y>= 0m, and we mirror the data across the 
y = 0 plane. The colorbar depicts the height of the uppermost material relative to the 
initial lunar surface at the z = 0 plane. The impactors are initially above the surface (Fig. 
5.3a, blue to white colors). Then the crater opens at a depth below the surface (Fig. 5.3b, 
green to dark blue colors). As the ejecta curtains of both craters reach the other ejecta 
curtain (Fig. 5.3c), the ejecta interferes and the momentum diverts along a perpendicular 









5.4a) t = 0.00 s, the bottom of the left impactor starts at z = 0m, while the bottom of the 

































5.4e) t = 55.00 s, ejecta lands and forms a slight V-shape along the positive x-direction 
Figure 5.4: Evolution of Doublet Crater for Vertical Impacts Offset by 1 Second 
This figure displays two 500 m diameter dunite impactors hitting a flat dunite surface at 1 
km/s and 90° from the horizon. The left impactor strikes at t = 0 s. The right impactor 
strikes at t = 1 s. The figure shows a top-down perspective of the simulation. The colorbar 
represents the height of the uppermost material relative to the initial lunar surface at the z 
= 0 plane. The impactors are initially above the surface (Fig. 5.4a, blue to white colors). 
As the left crater opens a second earlier than the right crater, the left crater reaches the 
transient crater before the right crater (Fig. 5.4b, green to dark blue colors). The ejecta 
curtain of the left crater begins to overlie the right crater (Fig. 5.4c). The ejecta from the 
right crater interferes with the ejecta from the left crater and diverts momentum outwards 
along a perpendicular direction near the x = 0 plane, but with a V-shape along the 
positive x-direction (Fig. 5.4d-e).  
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 Figure 5.5 shows the interaction between two oblique 45° impactors striking at 
the same time. As shown in Figure 5.3 and 5.4, we simulate an identical impact with a 
500 m diameter dunite impactors striking at 45° and 1 km/s. The centers of the impactors 
start 2 km apart (four times the impactor diameter). The downrange direction is to the left 
in the negative x-direction (Figure 5.5a). Figure 5.5 includes a larger region to the left of 
the impact site in order to view the entirety of the oblique impact. At t = 2.50 seconds, 
both craters begin to open and form asymmetric ejecta curtains that have higher velocity 
ejecta along the downrange direction and less ejecta in the uprange direction (Figure 
5.5b). As the transient crater forms, the ejecta curtains continue to move predominately to 
the left, and the ejecta from the right crater begins to overlay the left crater (Figure 5.5c). 
After 25 seconds, the ejecta curtain of the right crater begins to fall towards the surface 
where the left crater resides (Figure 5.5d). The ejecta results in a shallower crater depth in 
the left crater (Figure 5.5e). In Figure 5.5e, we observe the beginnings of a V-shaped 
ridge, similar to that of a herringbone pattern. However, the low resolution (25 m per 
cell) of the simulation restricts the amount of interaction between ejecta, and the pattern 
is not pronounced. The light pink next to the dark pink region implies a ridge of a 150° 
separation (Figure 5.5e). The final crater diameters are 1600 m (Table 5.3). The 
provenance depth of material that lands within the ridge-like region is from 0 m to 100 m. 
This is 1/5 the impactor diameter and 1/16 of each crater diameter. The doublet crater 
uprange crater. This implies that the variations we see in elliptical craters depths along 
the impact direction may be due to a similar mechanism. The doublet crater in Figure 
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5.5e retains two distinct craters and does not form one elliptical crater due to the large 
initial separation distance (Table 5.3). 
Table 5.3: Crater and Ejecta Results 
Here we list the initial impactor separation, Dsep, along the horizontal direction. The 
impact time delay results in the dunite asteroids striking at the same time (for toffset = 0 
seconds) and 1 km vertical offset for the uprange impactor when the toffset = 1 s. Finally, 
we also report the crater diameters in the transverse direction (as seen in Figures 5.3 
through 5.5) and the maximum ejecta provenance depth found within the transverse ridge 
(as we describe in Section 5.2.2). All simulations use a grid cell size of 25 m, which 























500 90 1.00 25 0.00 2000 1750 1850 325 150 125 180 
500 90 1.00 25 1.00 2000 1725 1880 325 150 125 180 
500 90 1.00 25 1.00 1000 2910 1950 355 150 100 120 
500 90 1.00 25 2.00 2000 1730 1890 325 150 100 150 
500 60 1.00 25 0.00 2000 1575 1840 325 150 100 120 
500 45 1.00 25 0.00 2000 3875 1790 300 125 100 110 
500 45 1.00 25 0.00 500 2500 2000 325 150 0 -- 
500 30 1.00 25 0.00 2000 2915 1550 250 125 100 90 
Dimp: Impactor diameter (m) 
: Impact angle from horizon (degrees) 
vimp: Impact speed (km/s) 
d0: Cell Size (m) 
: Impact time offset delay (s) 
Dsep : Initial separation distance between impactors 
 Dx: Crater diameter along the line tangent to the placement of the impactors (x-direction) 
Dy: Crater diameter (y-direction, transverse to impact plane) 
Ht: Maximum crater depth 
dejecta: Maximum depth of ejecta that lands outside crater  
dridge: Maximum depth of ejecta that lands within ridge  






































5.5d) t = 25.0 s, minor amounts of interaction occur along the top and bottom of the 
ejecta curtain 
 
5.5e) t = 42.5 s, a dumbbell forms and the left crater depths is shallower than the right.  
Figure 5.5: Evolution of Doublet Crater for Oblique 45° Impacts at Same Time 
This figure illustrates two 500 m diameter dunite impactors striking a flat dunite surface 
at 1 km/s and 45° from the horizon. The two impactors strike at the same time at a 
distance of 2 km from their centers. The downrange direction is to the left, in the negative 
x-direction. The figure shows a top-down perspective of the simulation. The colorbar 
represents the height of the uppermost material relative to the initial lunar surface at the z 
= 0 plane. The impactors are initially at the surface (Fig. 5.5a, blue to white colors). As 
the crater opens, asymmetric ejecta curtains form (Fig. 5.5b, green to dark blue colors). 
The uprange (right impactor) ejecta curtain begins to overlie the downrange crater (Fig. 
5.5c). At the current resolutions, the ejecta curtains do not strongly interact due to the 
asymmetry of the ejecta curtains, but the ejecta from the left crater overlays ejecta from 
the right crater (Fig. 5.5d-e).  
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 Figure 5.6 shows the same simulation as Figure 5.5 but with a profile perspective 
along the plane of the impact. The dark grey represents the uppermost material boundary 
between dunite and vacuum. The blue spheres depict only the tracers that initially lie 
along y = 0 (Figure 5.6). The grid in the background shows a scale where the smallest 
square is 250 m by 250 m (half the impactor diameters). The projectiles start at the 
surface with impact velocity vectors down and to the left (Figure 5.6a), where the left 
direction is downrange. As the craters begin to open, the craters form asymmetric 
volumes and ejecta curtains due to the downrange momentum (Figure 5.6b). After 15 
seconds, the ejecta curtain originating from the right crater interacts with the uprange 
ejecta of the left crater (Figure 5.6c). This interaction hinders the growth of the right 
crater and causes the ejecta curtain to lose momentum below the surface at the center of 
the two craters (Figure 5.6d). After 40 seconds, the ejecta from the right crater land 
within the left crater (Figure 5.6e). This infill leads to a smaller crater depth inside the left 
crater (Figure 5.6e). If we compare the two leading edges of ejecta in Figure 5.6c and 
5.6d, we note a thicker ejecta curtain to the left of the frame. The interference between 
ejecta curtains and subsequent momentum exchange hinders the evolution of the right 
crater's ejecta, causing this phenomenon (Figure 5.6d and 5.6e). 
  We explore the final crater morphology for varying impactor angle and separation 
in Figure 5.7. A smaller initial separation of impactors, Dsep = 1000, results in elliptical 
craters (Figure 5.7a and 5.7c). Whereas, the larger separation, Dsep = 2000, similar to 
Figures 5.3 through 5.5 results in two distinct craters with a shared crater rim (Figure 
5.7b). Again, the downrange crater receives a volume of ejecta from the uprange crater 
and the crater depth is shallower. We report the maximum crater depths of either crater 























5.6e) t = 40.00 s, the ejecta curtain from the uprange crater begins to fall upon the 
downrange crater causing a smaller crater depth in the downrange crater. 
 
Figure 5.6: Evolution of Doublet Crater for Oblique 45° Impact Striking at Same 
Time 
This figure portrays two 500 m dunite asteroids striking a dunite lunar surface at 45° and 
1 km/s. We utilize a profile view with the downrange direction to the left. The dark grey 
isosurface represents the interface between the uppermost surface material and vacuum. 
The coarse grid in the background provides a scale of one projectile radius (250 m) for 
the smallest square grids. The blue spheres symbolize tracers initially along the plane of 
impact. Here we omit any tracers not along the plane of impact for clarity.  
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5.7a) 500m, 30°, 1 km/s, simultaneous, 1 km initial separation 
 





5.7c) 500m, 45°, 1 km/s, 1 second offset, 1 km initial separation 
 
Figure 5.7: Comparison of Final Craters for Varying Impact Angle 
The figure illustrates the crater morphology of three different impacts from Table 5.3. 
Each impact involves two 500 m diameter impactors striking at 1 km/s. The smaller 
separation distance of 1 km for 5.7a and 5.7c result in elliptical craters. Figure 5.7a, b and 
c exhibit ridge-like structures astride the craters. Table 5.4 reports the crater dimensions, 
maximum ejection depth, depth of ridge material, and angle between ridges of each 
simulation. The top panel calculates the topography from above the surface into the first 
cell of material, whereas the bottom panel determines the topography by searching for the 
first cell of vacuum by starting from the bottom of the mesh and moving upwards. In 





5.4.1 Comparison to experimental results and observations on the Moon 
The hydrocode simulations (Table 5.3, Figures 5.3-5.5) correlate with the 
experimental results of Oberbeck and Morrison (1973b). Through high-speed rifle 
experiments, Oberbeck and Morrison discovered that 
pattern and V-shape ridges occurred because of the close proximity of nearly 
simultaneous impacts during secondary cratering. The experiments tested the relationship 
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between these impacts using two rifles that launch small projectiles at 0.5 to 2 km/s 
speeds. Since Oberbeck and Morrison (1973b) deduced no relationship between the 
impact velocity and changes in the V-shape ridge patterns, our numerical simulations 
only test one velocity (1 km/s). Instead, the impact angle, distances between projectiles, 
and the delay in time of impact directly lead to changes in the V-shape ridge patterns. For 
these reasons, we varied the angle, distance, and timing within the iSALE-3D 
simulations. In the vertical case (Figure 5.3), our hydrocode model produced a 
perpendicular ridge, similar to that of the aforementioned experimental results.  
The 25 m cell size of our hydrocode model inhibited our ability to see detailed 
ejecta curtains for oblique impacts. Specifically, the simulations only model size scales of 
25 m or larger, whereas the size distribution of ejecta involves fragment scales one or two 
orders of magnitude smaller. Despite these limitations, we observe the onset of V-shaped 
ridges (Figure 5.4e, 5.5e). The model ridge formations are consistent with those found 
along the secondary crater fields of Copernicus, Euler crater, and Timocharis crater on 
the Moon (Oberbeck and Morrison, 1973b).  
 Laboratory experiments noted material from the projectile ricocheted off the 
surface at highly oblique impact angles and proposed this mechanism as a source for 
tertiary craters (Oberbeck and Morrison, 1973b). In the iSALE-3D simulations, we do not 
discern any evidence for ricochet that directly lead to tertiary cratering. This is likely due 
to the impact angles we chose, which were between 30° and 90° from the horizon. At 
lower impact angles, such as 5° from the surface, the chances of ricocheting material is 
probable (Shoemaker, 1962; Oberbeck and Morrison, 1973b). However, the doublet 
crater volumes imply a large amount of ejecta leaves the opening craters and lands along 
the Moon's surface at velocity similar to those of the impactor or less. Certainly, at the 
scale of these impacts, a portion of the ejecta creates tertiary craters. 
5.4.2 Caveats and Future Work 
 The model put forth in this chapter represents a first step of a robust tool for 
analyzing secondary and primary doublet formation. The current cell size limits the 
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ability to perceive the interactions of the ejecta curtain for oblique impacts (Figure 5.5). 
However, the current 25 m resolution allows the formation of ridges for vertical impacts 
including both simultaneous impacts and impacts offset in time (Figure 5.3 and 5.4). The 
current model requires more than a week to run on a parallel cluster with 32 processors. 
In order to decrease the cell size to 12.5 m, the number of cells increases by a factor of 23 
and similarly the computation time increases by a factor of 23 or 24. However, since the 
region of interest involves ejecta originating from near the surface, we can reduce the 
high-resolution zone to only this region in future models. These improvements to the 
mesh effectively reduce the total number of cells by a factor of 4 or more. Fewer cells 
imply a reduction in memory, computation time, and smaller resolutions, such as a 12.5 
m cell size (i.e. 20 CPPR instead of the 10 CPPR in our results). 
 For the impacts offset by time, we place the first impactor at the surface and the 
second impactor at a height above the surface so that it takes a specific amount of time 
before the impactor strikes the surface. However, as the impactor traverses the distance 
from the initial location above the surface, the advection of the impactor causes small 
masses to separate from the impactor.  In Section 5.3, we used iSALE-3D's default 
advection by mass, which we found an accurate method for two materials in Chapter 3. 
Here, the interface reconstruction routine is not the problem, because the interface is only 
between the dunite impactor and vacuum. In such a case, iSALE-3D constructs an 
interface surface between dunite and vacuum for each cell. A more plausible solution lies 
in increasing the model's resolution and CPPR. Another option involves an alternative 
advection scheme, such as advection by material rather than mass (Davison et al., 2016). 
For further description of iSALE-3D's interface construction technique, see Chapter 3 
and Elbeshausen et al. (2011, 2012). 
5.5 Conclusions 
 In Chapter 5, we illustrate a first step toward developing a model for doublet 
crater formation in iSALE-3D. At the current resolutions, we resolve the ejecta curtain 
interactions present in vertical impacts when two impactors strike the surface at the same 
time. In addition, we begin to see the V-shaped ridge formation with a 25 m cell size 
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model that is consistent with doublet crater experiments and observations (Oberbeck and 
Morrison, 1973a; 1973b). We report the angle between ridges for each simulation in 
Table 5.3. The simulations find a maximum ejecta depth of 125 to 150 meters, whereas 
the ejecta within the V-shaped ridges originate within the upper most 125 m of material 
within the subsurface of the target (Table 5.3). This depth is 1/4 the impactor diameter 
and 1/8 the crater diameter (Table 5.3). The crater dimensions in Table 5.3 correlate with 
Figure 5.7 that shows both elliptical craters and distinct doublet craters. The provenance 
of the ejecta is primarily along a perpendicular line that bisects the points of impact of 
each projectile (Figure 5.2a). The oblique impact causes an infill of ejecta from the 
uprange crater into the downrange crater (Figure 5.5e, 5.6e). This implies the downrange 
crater is 100 m shallower than the uprange crater. Therefore, the depth of long elliptical 
craters or those formed as a doublet crater give insight into the direction of the impact, 
impact angle, and impactor shape. The infill volume depends upon the impact angle; as 
oblique impacts focus momentum downrange. The separation of the impactors also 
determines the location of the uprange crater relative to the downrange crater's ejecta 
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